Preface
Having moved to Scapegoat Hill in 2008, I became inquisitive as to how old the village is, wondering
why people settled in what must have appeared to be an inhospitable and unpromising area, even by the
different standards of days when a wood fire would be the only heating, double-glazing was unheard of
and you would draw water from a stream or well.
I sought written information but quickly found that whilst certain aspects of the history had been
recorded, notably regarding the Chapel, there was nothing giving an account of the origins and
development of the place.
This is an attempt to draw my findings into a history. Anyone reading this in the expectation of having
a full story will be disappointed. I have been unable to find much information that would be essential to
the story: some may have been lost, some may never have been recorded and I may not have looked in
the right places (or had the luck) to find some. What is presented here is a collection of facts, not
necessarily systematically connected. I have used a chronically approach (with a few minor exceptions)
to give a broad view of development. This has the disadvantage that anyone seeking information on a
specific aspect of the village will have to look in several places.
So, I can sometimes answer the question 'when' but never that of 'why', the question I find far more
interesting. But, the information does permit the formulation of hypotheses. The best the information
does, on occasions, is to provide sufficient evidence to rule out certain possibilities. I have then tried to
evaluate the likelihood of the remaining possibilities, a process which, more often than not, leads to
posing further questions. If this work has any value it will be that the next people to ask those questions
which started my investigations will be able to start their enquiries a little further down the line than
where I started mine. Some facts may appear very isolated and disconnected to any other content. I
have included these so they are available for anyone developing the account in the future as further
information comes to light, proposing that this potential benefit outweighs the disadvantage of a loss of
narrative flow.
One difficulty is deciding the physical extant of Scapegoat Hill as no official boundaries are defined.
The red line on the map below shows what I have included:-

Apologies to anyone who disagrees with this (arbitrary) definition.
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Geographical Location
Scapegoat Hill is situated, as the map (illustration 1) shows, on the eastern edge of the Pennines, over
300m above sea level. N.B. on the ,map contour lines are at 15m intervals and the grid lines are 1 km
apart.

Illustration 1: Ordnance Survey map 1961
The spur on which it lies is formed by the River Colne and its tributary, Longwood Brook, with steep
escarpments to the north, east and south between the village and these waterways. The photographs
below (illustration 2) give an indication of the steepness.

Illustration 2: Scapegoat Hill as seen
from Cowersley Lane (2014)

To the north west of the village is an area of moorland of the type which would, originally have
covered the entire area.
The map below (illustration 3) locates many of the places referred to in the following text.

Illustration 3: Map showing location of places referred to in the text

Reasons for Location
Given the neighbouring valleys, providing shelter, the hill top location is not an obvious one for a
settlement. In addition to exposure to the elements, being on top of a hill has the consequence of lack of
a reasonable amount of flowing water in the immediate vicinity. In fact, this problem was not as severe
as may be envisaged. Water is available through wells at a depth of approximately five metres. Deeds
from a house in Chapel Street cite a well as the source of water in 1931. This well was never known to
have run dry and was sunk in the late nineteenth century. However, a resident of the 1950s and 1960s
reports that during a draught local springs did dry up and those with wells provided water for others. A
well at a house in School Road is sunk to a depth of 7m and, when measured in March 2014, had a
depth of water of 1.5m (illustration 4). This well was expertly lined but would have taken a
considerable amount of digging, through rock, to reach water.

Illustration 4: Well at property on School Road

Nevertheless, a potential settler would not have known that such a resource was available. However,
the way water issues from the hillside, (e.g. in the vicinity of the Band House, Taylor Lane) especially
after a period of sustained rainfall, would suggest an impervious layer of underlying rock which holds
an underground supply of water. This feature would have been apparent before any projected
settlement.
The natural vegetation is moorland, with the consequent poor quality soil. So, any potential farmer
would not only have to clear land but to enrich the quality of soil. Further, a settlement would require
fuel i.e. wood. Whilst trees would not have been present on the moorland, they may well have grown
on the hillside as they do to this day in certain places between Scapegoat Hill and Golcar. The name,
Hollin Hall, strongly suggests the existence of holly trees, 'hollin' being the local term for the holly.
The setting would offer a good defensive position, but there is no evidence of fortification. The map
(illustration 1) shows that the Romans did have a fort in the area, but chose the shelter of Slack. This
fort was to protect the road from Chester to York. After the Roman conquest, the Brigantes continued to
offer resistance from the Pennines. The necessity for a protective fort indicates that the Romans
experienced opposition in this area. Work undertaken by the Huddersfield and District Archæological
Society1 identified the route into Slack and this did not approach Scapegoat Hill. There is no record of
any archæological work ever having being undertaken at Scapegoat Hill.
The one clear advantage this location offers is sunlight. The traditional weaver’s cottage of the area has
the work area on the first floor and is south-facing to maximise the amount of daylight available to the
weavers. Being on the edge of the plateau takes this advantage to the extreme.
Origins
Slipcoat (or Slipcote) Hill, as Scapegoat Hill was known in its early existence, lies in the manor of
Golcar which is cited in the Domesday Book as Gudlagesarc. The records for the Manor of Golcar,
owned by the Savile family and now, mainly, in Nottinghamshire County Archives, are far from
complete, for example, there are no records of rent from 1610 to 1662. In many instances, the early
rental records show only the name of the tenant, with a property reference being only rarely attached,
presumably because these records were only for the use of the Lord and his agent, the latter of whom
would know all the tenants. Whilst there are some records of granting of tenancies and the giving of
permission for building within Golcar township, none of these records refer to properties at Scapegoat
Hill and so it is not possible from these sources, to determine, definitively, the time of the first
settlement.
The first record which has come to light is an entry in the records of Huddersfield Parish Church where
the entry for the 30th May 1638 records the death of an unnamed infant whose father was a William
Aneley (unnamed presumably because the baby had died at, or shortly after, birth) of Slipcote Hill. In
1642 the death of Sibel Ainley, daughter of William Ainley of Slipcote Hill is recorded, followed the
next year by the death of William, also son of William Ainley. It would seem highly likely that William
Aneley and William Ainley are one and the same person, accounted for by the lack of consistent
spelling in the seventeenth century.
Huddersfield Parish records commenced in 1563, at which date entries only give the township but
within a year more detail of the place of residence is entered. The names of most, if not all, surrounding
places, Leymoor, Heath House, Nettleton etc. occur before 1638 so this would tend to support the
supposition that Aneley was one of the first, if not the first, resident at what is now Scapegoat Hill.
However, the fact that there is no record of the death of William Aneley/Ainley (the father) shows that
records are incomplete, raising the possibility that there may have been earlier residents.
The next references occur from Hollin Hall. The death of Ely, daughter of William Senior from Hollin
Hall occurred in 1642. In 1658 a property there was transferred from Richard Walker to William
Ainsley. Once again, could Ainsley be the same William Aneley/Ainley? The Golcar Manorial records
show the transfer of a property at Hollin Hall on the death of John Firth to his daughter, Elan on the last
day of 1663.
Huddersfield Parish Records show the baptism of Elizabeth Walker, daughter of John of Slipcoat Hill
on 26th December 1663. They then show the death of an Edward Haigh of Slipcoate Hill on 5th March
1664 and of John Walker from Slipcoate Hill on 8th January 1665. The manorial records list the death
of John Walker of “a mesuage (i.e. a building with land) called Slipcot Hill” on 1st March 1665. This
John Walker also held land in Golcar. Although the property is not identified, a John Walker paid a rent
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of 1/3 (6p) in 1662: this may have been for the property at Scapegoat Hill or his other property in
Golcar. A John Walker also attended the meeting which recorded the death of Firth. The minutes of that
meeting state “John Walker hath builded an little cottage on the waste” and paid a rent of 6d (2.5p).
Walker, a name deriving from the occupation of fulling (finishing) of cloth, was a common one in an
area in which the manufacture of woollen cloth was already well established and so it cannot be
assumed that all these references to John Walker are to the same person. However, there are no other
records to a person of that name from that time in the Golcar annals, supporting the conjecture that they
all refer to the same person. Supporting that conjecture is the fact that there is no other recorded death
of a John Walker in Huddersfield Parish Records (but this cannot be taken as definitive as
Aneley/Ainley’s death is not recorded). A further possibility is that John Walker was related to Richard
mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Records for 1667 show Ann, daughter of John Hirst at Slipcoat Hill and families named Senior and
Hall at Hollin Hall.
If William Aneley was the first to settle and Scapegoat Hill and if he were involved in the woollen
industry, the middle of the seventeenth century was far from an auspicious time to establish oneself in
the woollen trade. Several considerable slumps had occurred. The Civil War severely disrupted both
export and marketing of cloth within England. There had been outbreaks of plague in 1617, 1623,
1631, 1635, 1637 and a very severe outbreak in 1640-41. Escape from pestilence may have constituted
a reason for establishing oneself in such a remote area.
Further, West Riding weavers had traditionally used wool from Lincolnshire and Leicestershire
(Lincoln and Leicester sheep are both long-haired breeds whose wool is suited to spinning). It must be
noted that, in spite of the predominance of sheep in the Pennines now, any sheep that were kept in the
seventeenth century were not the basis of the woollen textile industry. Clothiers in East Anglia and the
West Country had begun to purchase more wool from Lincolnshire and Leicestershire at the start of the
seventeenth century (their cloth had a reputation of being of higher quality than Yorkshire cloth) and
this raised the price of wool, making the traditional source for the Yorkshire weaver less secure2.
Hence, William Aneley(or his predecessor) appears, in more ways than one, to have made a brave
move.
Records for 1684 show that stone was being quarried on Whole Stone Moor (the area immediately to
the west of Scapegoat Hill and bounded by Quebec Road). This stone was being taken to Slaugwhitt
(Slaithwaite). If that is the only destination, then the picture that arises is Slipcoat Hill having its
origins from two directions; from Golcar (moving up to Hollin Hall) and from Slaithwaite (by the
quarry). However, it may well have been that stone was being taken to other destinations as well as
Slaithwaite.
The will of Edward Lee of Golcar, dated 26th February 1696, transferred ownership of a messuage (i.e.
land with a dwelling and possibly other property) at Slippiecoat Hill to his wife, Susanne. The property
was then leased to an Edward Firth.
Golcar’s Manorial Records for 1701 show a resident by the surname of Dawson paying a rental of 6d
for ‘Hollinghall at Slipcoat Hill’. John Walker (could this be a relation of the person of the Richard
Walker who had died 26 years previously?) is also recorded paying 6d rent, also for Hollinghall.
These rentals recur in 1704, although the tenant is now named Ainsley.
Early baptismal records for Slipcoat Hill are scanty. In 1665, there was a church in Slaithwaite but it
was a chapel of ease and so did not have full parochial rights. The church at Golcar was not built until
the nineteenth century. Hence, records of births may have been made at Slaithwaite, at Huddersfield
Parish Church, Scammonden or at Almondbury.
The first recorded birth appears to be from St. John’s in Slaithwaite which records the baptism of
Joshua Shaw, son of John Shaw of Slipcoat Hill on 18th February in either 1707 or 1708 (the record is
unclear) with a second son from this family being baptised on 20th July 1713.
In 1712 a messuage at Slipcoat Hill was transferred, on the death of George Dawson, to his son John,
who already held other tenancies in the area. The property is then transferred to John’s brother, William
The same set of records (1712) also record the transfer of a second messuage at Slipcoat Hill, this from
Edward Lee to his wife, Johanna, who had already remarried (to a John Dyson). By 1719, Johanna had
died and she passed the property, which is now described as a ‘messuage and cottage’ (so presumably
additional building had taken place) to Sybil Dyson, her daughter, but she too had died and this tenancy
was then transferred to a James Eastwood. There is no indication of any relationship between the
Dysons and Eastwood. The annual rent for this property was 4/2 (21p).
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Other rents for 1712 are 1/- (5p) paid by Robert Walton for part of Hollin Hall and Slipcoat Hill. This is
stated as ‘arr 7 years’. Is this arrears or is it an arrangement for a 7 year lease? John Walker is owing
10/- (50p), this time ‘arr 12 years’, also for a tenancy at Hollin Hall and Slipcoat Hill
By 1721 Slaithwaite’s baptismal records show that a family by the name of Taylor was at Slip Coat
Hill. However, the next Slaithwaite recorded baptism is not until 1794 of a child of a family called
Blackburn, resident at Pike Law. There are five further christenings from Pike Law families between
that date and 1803 (three from the Blackburns, and one each from families named Mellar and Sykes).
The Blackburn family was to remain the owners of property at Like Law until 1926.
The gaps in recorded births are puzzling; the lack of burial records even more so. For the community to
flourish there must have been births between 1721 and 1794 but it is somewhat mysterious as to where
these might have been recorded if not at Slaithwaite or Huddersfield (there are no recordings from
Almondbury, the mother church of Slaithwaite) or Scammonden as there were no other churches at that
date in the area. Registration of births had been a legal requirement since 1538. One explanation may
well be that the residents were dissenters as, until the Act of Toleration in 1688, dissenters were barred
from the established church. After that date, dissenters may well have continued to refuse to have
dealings with the Church of England.
In 1733, James Eastwood died, and his tenancy transferred to Benjamin Haigh. The rental was still 4/2
per annum.
A resident named John Shaw was fined in 1740 by Golcar Manor Court for enclosing common land
adjacent to Holestone (sic) Moor and erecting a building without permission. Although no further
details are given it is likely that this would have been at Slipcoat Hill as a later court document details
the boundaries of the Golcar Township and the western edge of Wholestone Moor is given as the
boundary. As supporting evidence, in 1823 the only land-owning Shaw resident in the area occupied
land between High Street and Halifax Road – which is certainly adjacent to the moor.
1756 may well be a date of some significance in the development of the settlement. This is the date
carved into the standing stone near to where Round Ings Road becomes Halifax Road, actually not part
of Golcar Township. Along with the date, on one side of the stone the names John Haigh and Abraham
Hall sir ('sir' is an abbreviation of 'sirveyors' i.e. surveyors according to the Yorkshire Group of the
Milestone Society) are carved. It is unknown for whom these surveyors were working. The reverse
serves as a milestone giving the distance to Halifax with other destinations no longer legible but given
as Rippond[en] 3 Mile[s] Hallifax 4 Mile[s] Slaighwai[te] 2 Mil[es] by the Milestone Society . This
was one of several stones installed in the district around this time. The names of the surveyors are not
recorded on any other stone in the area and so it is not clear what exactly was being surveyed.
However, a stone on the A640 Rochdale, to the west of its junction with Round Ings Road, dates from
the previous year but surveyed by a John Wodhed (sic). Nevertheless, the presence of the stone
indicates increased traffic on the local road. The stone was damaged in a collision in the earliest days of
motoring and is now sunk further into the ground than originally and so some inscription may be
concealed.
The local derivation of the term 'Golcar Lilies' quotes John Wesley stating that the people of Golcar
were "as gentle as Lilies when compared with the uncouth & ignorant peoples of Bolster Moor &
Scapegoat Hill", implying that Wesley at least knew the village. However, doubts arise not only
because for Wesley to refer to Scapegoat Hill (as opposed to Slipcoat Hill) would precede the first
recorded use of the term by more than 60 years (Wesley visited Huddersfield in 1757) but the quotation
is not given in Wesley's Journal (and Wesley was exhaustive in compiling his diary). Additionally, there
is no reference to Bolster Moor on the Golcar Enclosure Map of 1823, so, although another version of
the alleged quotation replaces 'Bolster Moor' with 'Marsden', it appears likely that the story is an
apocryphal nineteenth century invention.
The difficulties over water have already been mentioned. These came to prominence in 1761. As early
as 1712 the Manorial Court had instructed residents at ‘Slipcoat Hill’ to keep watercourses from spring
wells at Slipcoat Hill flowing and to clear ditches. Failure to do so would incur a ‘pain’ (i.e. fine) of
£1/19/11) £1.99 – an enormous sum given that rentals 50 years previously were barely one tenth of this
sum. This instruction was repeated in 1751. There are no records of this fine ever having been imposed.
However, in 1761, a dispute arose between the Savile family and Mr. Dawson, of Slipcoat Hill with the
latter being accused of diverting the course of water to his property. Was this the Dawson family
recorded 50 years earlier at Hollin Hall? Two consequences of this are given: firstly cattle had to be
moved from their normal pasture (it cannot be assumed that this was at Scapegoat Hill) and secondly, a
shortage of water at certain times of the year at Bothom Hall (in present-day Milnsbridge). The latter is
described as being ‘in decay’ for over 50 years but is now described as ‘Mill Row’. Could the

underlying cause for discontent on behalf of the Manor be that a mill had been established (presumably
a fulling mill) and that, because of the alleged actions of Mr Dawson, had its flow of water power
interrupted? Certainly fulling mills were highly susceptible to the seasonal flow of streams. The mills
sought to work all the year round to meet the needs of cloth producers but, in many places, the supply
of water could not be relied upon for the full twelve months. Any action reducing the flow at critical
times would have prejudiced not only the mill owners but the community served, delaying the
processing of cloth and hence affecting the income of clothiers. It is far from easy to trace the
watercourse affected from modern or contemporary maps. The stream in question could not have been
Milking Clough/Clay Wood Brook as this flows into the Colne below Milnsbridge (and hence Mill
Row). Equally, the (nameless) stream which flows past Heath House Mill, enters the Colne at least a
mile above Mill Row. There may well be more to the case than is available to us 250 years later.
We do not know the outcome of the dispute. The Saviles proposed court action but Dawson, through an
intermediary, appealed to Savile to accept arbitration of two independent people. As no further
documentation in relation to the case is in existence, it may be assumed that this offer was taken up.
Circumstantially, there is no Dawson listed as a juror 23 years later nor, 60 years later, is there a landholder by the name of Dawson in the locality, suggesting that the case may have gone against Mr
Dawson with severe consequences. Nevertheless, it shows that in the early history of the settlement,
water supply was a real issue.
The threat of a ‘pain’ was repeated in 1779 and again in 1784 (this time specifically warning against
‘washing dyed wool or otherwise defiling water’.
Huddersfield Parish Church Baptismal Records first recorded baptism of a child from Scapegoat Hill
was that of Ann Blackburn (of Slipcote Hill) on 1st October 1773. Between then and the century’s end,
there are several more records in this source, but then they cease.
By 1772, Jeffery’s map of Yorkshire shows a settlement, possibly depicting two dwellings at ‘Slipcourt
Hill’. There are no roads depicted through the village, the nearest road terminating at Town End,
Golcar. Although the diaries of the Reverend Robert Meeke of Slaithwaite record his visits to Halifax,
they do not describe his route and the Jeffery's map shows no road up Crimble Clough. Unhelpfully, the
part of Jeffery's map showing Scapegoat Hill is on the very edge of two pages. One of the pages marks
the name of the hill as Rockingstone Hill but this actually refers to the hill west village (and is marked
on modern Ordnance Survey maps with grid reference SE077163). That name is also given on a map of
1720 by Warburton which does not show any settlement at Scapegoat Hill.

Illustration 5: Section of Jefferys' Map of Yorkshire 1772

In 1776, Golcar Manorial Records show the transfer of the lease at Slipcoat Hill on the death of
Benjamin Haigh to John Haigh (no relationship is given). Is this the same John Haigh cited on the stone
of 1756? The rent in 1779 is still 4/2 although Haigh now is also paying an additional 1/4 (i.e. 7p) for
‘Dunnock End’ The rent is still the same in 1784. It is remarkable, given the gaps in the manorial
records, that the ownership of this tenancy is recorded from 1712 through to 1784.
The rental records for 1779 contain mention of Pike Law with William Taylor renting a ‘cottage and
croft’ for 3/- (15p) per annum and John Blackburn (was this the father of Ann, mentioned above?)
paying the same amount for a cottage.
A list of jurors for the Manorial Court of Golcar in 1784, includes John Haigh (see above) together with
James Shaw of Slipcoat Hill and William Taylor and John Blackburn of Pike Law.
Reasons for Settlement
Why had this community come into being in an ostensibly inhospitable area? The earliest records
provide little detail of the economic activity at Scapegoat Hill but it would be reasonable to assume that
there was farming on a small scale combined with the production of woollen cloth, the dominant trade
of the area from the very earliest dates. These people were clothiers; yeoman farmers who undertook
the manufacture of kersey cloth. They would keep a small amount of livestock, usually cattle and their
main crop would have been oats.
The lack of road access, as evidenced by the Jeffery map, shows that development was not simply a
gradual expansion of existing settlements. Rather, the first residents made a conscious decision to settle
the moorland plateau. One reason may have been the lack of land accessible to a horse-drawn plough
because of the steepness of the hill and valley sides. Yet, there is clear evidence of farms from the
period in question, and earlier, on both sides of the Colne Valley.
Although the area of Scapegoat Hill could draw water from Milking Clough, the early settlers appeared
to turn their backs on building by this stream, giving them the huge disadvantage of being quite some
carrying distance from the nearest running water. Consequently, there was no possibility of establishing
a water-driven scribbling and fulling mill. Golcar records a high incidence of such mills and so it is
likely that the clothiers used these.
Settlers of the seventeenth century, or earlier, may not have seen the issue of fuel as being as severe as
do twenty-first century eyes. Firstly, people did not expect the same amount of heating four hundred
and more years ago. Secondly, it is likely that there would be a source of timber in the nearby valleys
and anyone accepting the challenges of digging a well for water is unlikely to have baulked at carrying
a supply of wood a few hundred yards. Further, the name Hollin Hall, provides evidence that there
were trees, holly, growing close at hand to the first settlement.

Illustration 6: Chapel Street in winter

A further challenge would be presented by the extremes of weather. The photograph below, illustration
5, obviously from more recent times, shows what winter was like before global warming began to have
an effect.
It is reported that as recently as 1964 the chapel had a bier on skis (allegedly the only one in the
country) to transport coffins to the burial ground on Old Lane when snow was on the ground. However,
Pontefract and Hartley3, writing of Swaledale, in 1938 state that ‘an old man still living remembers
High Frith being built about 60 years ago, and that even then it was considered quite natural for a man
to build his house on a remote exposed hillside’ (my italics). High Frith is a dwelling 450m above sea
level. So, it may be that our understandable puzzlement arises from a twenty-first century perspective
and does not reflect priorities of several centuries beforehand. Jennings4, writing of the Upper Calder
Valley, records that the growth of the textile industry at the end of the fifteenth century led to
development of land above 300m. He states that whilst a farmer could not make a living from such
land, a reasonable living could be made combining agriculture with cloth manufacture.
In fact, the remoteness and nature of the land may explain, in part, why the first settlers choose the
area. Richard Jefferies5, writing in 1874, describes the process by which farms and the like were
established before enclosure, giving an example from as late as the start of the nineteenth century. The
in-comer did not apply to the lord of the manor for permission to build; he simply squatted on unused
land. He was then assessed for rent by the manorial court. If the first settler did simply squat, then we
certainly know that the practice was not unknown at the time: the Diggers in the middle of the
seventeenth century established their communities on unused or common land.
By contrast, Phylis Bentley6, writing of the area, says that to establish a new dwelling, you applied to
the Manorial Court. Both authors may be correct as procedures varied on a whole range of matters
between manors7. Nevertheless, no records of such an application to the Golcar Manorial Court in
respect of Scapegoat Hill have come to light and the account of Walker's cottage in 1663 indicates that
Jefferies method may have applied in Golcar. However, whichever process was used locally, the
outcome is likely to have been the same; the court consisted of other tenants and the agent of the lord
of the manor. In an uninhabited area, such as Scapegoat Hill would have been, other tenants would
have seen no threat by the new development and so not objected. The agent of the manor would
approve because of the additional income.
As already shown, the evidence of the first settlers is scant, but we do know that John Walker
originated (or at least lived in) Golcar before Scapegoat Hill. Hence, there is some evidence to suggest
that the community at Scapegoat Hill originated in Golcar as opposed to Nettleton, from where records
date back to 1589 when an Oliver Haigh from Nettleton witnessed the will of Andrew Haigh of Golcar)
or Slaithwaite.
There is circumstantial evidence to support a development from Golcar in the Registers of Hearth Tax
payments for 1672 which show a greater coincidence of early surnames recorded at Scapegoat Hill
with names from Golcar than with those from Slaithwaite. Exact comparison is impossible as no details
other than surname are given so any resident of Scapegoat Hill paying the tax will appear in the Golcar
records. There are 67 records from Golcar of whom five have the surname Haigh, eight Dyson, one
Walker, two Eastwood and one Taylor. Of the 92 tax payers from Slaithwaite, two are named Haigh,
three Dyson and two Walker. Hence, there appears to be a greater commonality of surnames of early
Scapegoat Hill families and Golcar families than occurs with Slaithwaite families. More distant in time
from the first settlement at Scapegoat Hill the 1841 census shows a great deal of commonality of
surnames between Scapegoat Hill and Golcar; greater than that between Slaithwaite and Scapegoat
Hill, supporting the evidence of the Hearth Tax records.
However, geographical evidence is less supportive of a drift uphill from Golcar. To this day, one can
clearly observe a gap in development between the two communities. At its narrowest, this is now just
one field but it would appear more logical to build new developments next to existing dwellings rather
than leave a large gap (unless the owner of the land would not make it available). This has modern day
reflection in the boundaries between the Golcar and Colne Valley wards for the Kirklees M.D.C.
placing Golcar in the former, Scapegoat Hill in the latter. Additionally, the current distribution of
cottages with mullioned first floor windows indicating a weaving workshop (illustration 6) is far from
continuous up Swallow Lane towards Scapegoat Hill.
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Illustration 7: Location of Weavers’ Cottages between Golcar and Scapegoat Hill
Why would Walker move here? We know he had property in Golcar and there is a reasonable
possibility that it was the same Walker who built the one recorded in 1663 and again possible that this
cottage was at Scapegoat Hill. Examining these possibilities in combination, suggestions as to Walker's
motives can be made. He clearly wished to expand, as he kept his property in Golcar. But expansion, in
itself, does not appear to provide the full motive. There was common land so his expansion would not
provide any additional agricultural possibilities. Cloth manufacture could, and probably did, occur at
his Golcar residence. If his new development was to accommodate a growing family, he would not
have retained the tenancies of both properties. Perhaps he sought also to enhance his status for there is
no evidence that Walker was a member of the Golcar manorial court before 1663.
In the seventeenth century, as has been argued, no-one would settle on the top of Scapegoat Hill for
advantage provided by geography. Nor, at that time, is there any evidence of a shortage of land.
Although research estimates indicate a growth in the population of England of around 25% in the first
half of the seventeenth century (in spite of the plague and the Civil War), there is no evidence to
suggest that more hospitable sites were not available within the township of Golcar: later maps show
many suitable sites without dwellings. Hence, it can be claimed with a considerable amount of
confidence that the first people to build a house on Scapegoat Hill made a positive choice to do so.
No development in technology of the woollen or agricultural industries had occurred which suddenly
made settlement at Scapegoat Hill feasible. It is difficult to suggest any financial advantage of being
sited at the top of a hill at this time. The one possibility which remains at that these first settlers sought
escape. But, escape form what? Religion is the obvious possibility of the mid seventeenth century.
The first record of people at Scapegoat Hill is dated 1638 but as this is the death of a child, the first
dwelling must be earlier. The first 50 years of the seventeenth century were ones of religious
turbulence. In 1604, following the Hampton Court Conference, James I had said that Puritans could
either conform or 'be harried out of the land'. You would certainly be less likely to be 'harried' at
Scapegoat Hill than in more accessible places. This is the time of the 'Mayflower' and other Puritan
migration from England. Approximately twenty thousand Puritans went to New England: it would be
eminently reasonable to assume that others undertook shorter migrations, into the wilderness in their
own country.

The Act of Uniformity of 1662 ejected from their livings any clergy who would not give their
'unfeigned consent and assent' to everything in the Anglican Prayer Book. Two thousand clergy, the
majority of whom had secured parishes under Cromwell, were so expelled. The Conventicle Act of the
Clarendon Code made illegal meetings for worship in which a family was joined by more than five
people. The Five Mile Act drove ejected clergy this distance from any corporate town. Whilst
Scapegoat Hill was nearer than five miles to Huddersfield, Huddersfield did not become incorporated
until 1868. Halifax was incorporated at this date but is just over 5 miles from Scapegoat Hill. A remote
location, such as Scapegoat Hill, would have met the requirements of the Acts for any clergyman
ejected from their church and the chances of detection of illegal worship in such a place would have
been minimal. A.G. Matthews8 lists clergy removed under this code. He gives no details of where the
clergy went after ejection but, intriguingly, records that the Curate of Slaithwaite, John Hyde (or Hide)
was expelled from his living. (N.B. the curate of Slaithwaite was the priest in charge as this was a a
chapel-of ease, not a parish church at the time.) Nevertheless, this is clear evidence that there were
dissenters from Anglican orthodoxy in the vicinity at this time who may have sought to continue their
religious practices away from close observation.
A move to 'family religion' was certainly one response to the introduction of the Clarendon Code as
described by Cambers and Wolfe9. The two forms of dissent permitted were 'domestic piety' and
'shared text'. Cambers and Wolfe, referring to the diary of John Rastrick of Lincolnshire, show that the
term 'family worship' was not confined to kinship. Additionally, they show that 'family worship' often
did not involve a priest. Hence, if one of the early settlers was a literate dissenter, their abode would be
a natural focus for others of a similar religious persuasion to move near. The restriction of no more
than five worshippers placed by the acts on family worship would be no significant deterrent to a
community at Scapegoat Hill: either they would feel safe to ignore the requirement through isolation,
away from any likely informer; or they would adhere to the limit but simply repeat their worship in a
number of homes, a readily feasible approach given the small size of the community at the time.
Launds Inn Museum, explaining the fact that Pole Moor graveyard records pre-date the establishment
of the Baptist Church there, claims that worship took place in the cottages at Pole Moor. This would
suggest that 'family worship' was taking place in the nearby district.
If escape from persecution of non-conformists was the origin of the people moving to live here, then it
would would offer an explanation as to why a farm should grow into a collection of dwellings for
similar-minded people might well have sought support from those already living there. Running
through the story of the persecution of Puritan sects is the notion of scapegoating: it would be
remarkable indeed if the person originating the name 'Scapegoat Hill' was unaware of that concept.
Thomas Paine supports the conjecture that settlements grew in remote areas because of religious
persecution. In a footnote to the “Right of Man”, discussing the growth of industrial cities, states that
people “withdrew from the persecution of the chartered towns, where test-laws more particularly
operate, and established a sort of asylum for themselves in those places”10. Scapegoat Hill was not
within the boundary of a chartered town.
The Reverend Robert Meeke was curate at Slaithwaite at the end of the seventeenth and start of the
eighteenth centuries. He kept a diary between 1689 and 1704, making daily entries (although the years
from 1695 to 1699 are not currently in the public domain). Meeke records his visits meticulously. He
appears to have only visited by invitation. The area of Scapegoat Hill was certainly served from
Slaithwaite (Meeke records going to Golcar to collect part of his stipend). He visited Wellhouse,
Crimble, Stainland and Slack and notes when these visits are to carry out baptisms. It may well be
significant in this context that Meeke never mentions Scapegoat Hill and so, although the population of
the settlement must, at that date, have been small, Meeke never appears to have been called on to
baptise anyone from Scapegoat Hill. Meeke's attitude to dissenters changed markedly: before the Act
of Toleration he records reading a book about Quakerism as 'a sin' but later records a friendship with a
non-conformist minister and wishes for a re-unification of the Church of England. However, he never
writes about dissent in his parish. It is intriguing that the first baptism (see page 6) from Scapegoat Hill
at Slaithwaite took place three years after the final entry in Meeke's diary.
Golcar Parish Register between 1829 (when the church opened) and 1857 makes no reference
whatsoever to a resident of Scapegoat Hill. This suggests that most, if not all, residents were dissenters;
otherwise surely residents of Scapegoat Hill would have had some contact with Golcar, the nearest
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parish church, especially if Golcar had been the place of birth of some of the community or their
ancestors?
It may be significant that, into the early nineteenth century, references tend to be to one of Hollin Hall,
Slipcoat Hill and Pike Law, although the earliest references do combine terms e.g. "‘Hollinghall at
Slipcoat Hill" (see page 6). So, it could be considered that there were, originally, three distinct
settlements and that, only as a geographical merging occurred did the name of Slipcoat Hill (or, more
likely, the later version, of Scapegoat Hill) become to be the generic term for the area. The Golcar
Local Board always used distinct names for the three places. The photograph below, (illustration 7)
undated but, from the evidence of the car, some time between 1932 (the first date the JX registration on
the car was issued) and 1960, shows, even at that date, Pike Law was quite separate from Scapegoat
Hill, although note that the caption does not mention Pike Law.

Illustration 8: Pike Law and Scapegoat Hill from Bolster Moor
This notion is further supported by the fact that as late as 1948 the Colne Valley Guardian refers to
‘Pike Law, Golcar’ when it had, since inception, never used the term ‘Scapegoat Hill, Golcar’.
This raises the possibility that the founding history of Pike Law is quite different from that of
Scapegoat Hill, on the hilltop. This conjecture is supported by the entries of baptism in the annals of
Slaithwaite Church for residents of Pike Law, but not from Scapegoat Hill. Further, Pike Law had, by
1832, a public house (see below). So the suggestion emerges that whilst the dwellings at Scapegoat Hill
centred on a strict Calvinist community, the religious affinities of the residents of Pike Law were less
strict. Set against this is the fact that Pike Law is not named on the Enclosure Map.
The initial growth of the village coincided with the growth of the Yorkshire textile industry, as recorded
by Heaton11. By the end of the eighteenth century, there is evidence that the weaving trade was thriving
with high wages. There is a story, given by both Swindlehurst12 and Bythell13 that 'weavers wore topboots and ruffle shirts, sported fancy canes and carried £5 notes in their hats; that they hired coaches to
convey their work to the warehouse'. No doubt this is apocryphal but it points to a time of prosperity
for weavers and, hence, a shortage of labour so providing opportunities. Although there is also a
version of the same description applying to colliers, it does not appear to exist in connection with other
trades, and significantly not for spinners. Hence, it may be surmised that the story originated at the time
when spinning had been mechanised to a greater extent than weaving i.e. the late eighteenth century: at
that time there would be huge demand for weavers to make the yarn up into cloth, not least because
there was concern that the excess of yarn would be exported, losing Britain its predominant place in the
textile market. (The version of the story in respect of the coal industry would fit with the time at which
steam was being developed for power but the number of mines had not expanded). Hence, people may
11
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well have been drawn at this time to Scapegoat Hill and, indeed, any other place where weaving was
taking place, to work for the clothier(s) already based there: at such a time, before public transport,
there was every reason to be based near to your source of income. Defoe14 reflects this growth,
describing Huthersfield as being one of five towns 'which carry on that vast clothing trade by which the
wealth and opulence of this part of the country has been raised to what it now is, and that those woollen
manufactures are made in such prodigious quantities'.
Nineteenth century Development
There is evidence that the village was growing at the start of the nineteenth century in the form of a
photograph of the date over a doorway (illustration 9)

Illustration 9: Date Stone
Such dates on buildings are very rare in Scapegoat Hill (although less so in other parts of the Colne
Valley). Unfortunately, this example was lost when building work was carried out to the property.
Pole Moor Baptist Chapel was founded in 1788 growing out of the congregation at Salendine Nook,
one of the very first non-conformist churches to be licensed, opening in 1689, the year of the Act of
Toleration which made non-Anglican worship legal. It is known that dissenters in Slaithwaite sought a
Baptist church but the Dartmouths would not allow one in their area. These Slaithwaite dissenters were
instrumental in establishing the Pole Moor Chapel and, presumably, they had previously worshipped at
Salendine Nook. There is no definitive evidence that any of the founders of Pole Moor Baptist Church
lived at Scapegoat Hill; only two of the founders share a surname with a resident of Scapegoat Hill
given in the 1841 census. The first recorded burial at Pole Moor of a resident of Scapegoat Hill
occurred in 1786 (before the opening of the Chapel – see page 12). The next records occur in 1799,
1803 and 1804.
However, neither births nor 'dedications' (marking a child entering the church before adult baptism),
are recorded until 1808, after which they occur regularly. So, it appears that residents of the village did
not become members of Pole Moor until around that date. In fact, if the community leaving Salendine
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Nook (and the reasons for the departure are contested - the official chapel history15 and Wheeler
differing in accounts) had a large contingent from Scapegoat Hill, there would have been a strong
reason for building the new chapel at Scapegoat Hill where the population would have been greater
than that of Pole Moor. (Unlike the Dartmouths in Slaithwaite, the attitude of the Savile family of
Golcar to dissent is not known.)
Wheeler17 records that the first years of Pole Moor Baptist Church were ones of turbulence. In 1808 a
new pastor, Reverend Webster, took up post and shortly after a considerable number of church
members were expelled. This date appears to coincide with residents of Scapegoat Hill joining the
congregation. For the first time, the expected numbers of births and deaths from the community can be
found. The Church Book does not record this influx but neither does it document the expulsions.
There is evidence that Webster moved to Pole Moor as a strong Calvinist but then modified his views;
unexceptionally given the numbers he expelled or who left of their own accord. He was replaced in
1818 by Lawrence Shaw, unreservedly a High Calvinist whose incumbency commenced with five
years of increased turbulence. None of the Scapegoat Hill contingent was expelled during this time and,
if anything, there is a suggestion that the membership from the village strengthened as, for example, the
number of recorded births appears to increase (but this may be the result of demographic changes).
Equally, Wheeler describes the worship at Salendine Nook at the time as being ‘moderate Calvinism’:
the pastor, Joshua Wood coming from a Methodist background and having evangelical sympathies.
If the community had grown as a centre of 'family worship' (see page 12), then presumably it had
reasons not to align with the early Baptist Church at Salendine Nook, possible not sufficiently radical
in its Calvinism and, just as will later be shown, the village defied progress in maintaining a handweaving tradition long after it had died elsewhere, the same persistence could be shown in its
adherence to 'family worship'. The establishment of High Calvinism at Pole Moor, firstly under
Webster and then reinforced by Shaw (perhaps augmented by the personalities of these clergy) may
then have led to the religious leaders at Scapegoat Hill joining a formal church.
A search of the records of births at all local churches (non-conformist and Anglican) failed to find
details of any of the people listed in the 1841 Census as being the head of a household at Scapegoat
Hill. Whilst this is far from being a definitive evidence of religious allegiance of these people (e.g.
some will in all probability have moved to Scapegoat Hill at some point during their life) it is strong
evidence that the community had no strong attachment to any one chapel around the start of the
nineteenth century.
Pole Moor Baptist Chapel Dedications between 1808 and 1815 has five references to residents of
Scapegoat Hill. On 2nd March 1808 George and Elizabeth Lockwood of ‘Slipery Coat Hill,
Slaithwaite’; on 23rd October of the same year William and Mary Radcliff of ‘Slip Coat Hill, Golcar’
have the births of children recorded and the Radcliffs have further entries on 28th October 1810 and 29th
March 1813. Finally, on the 9th April 1814 John and Sarah Whitwam record a birth. Lockwoods and
Whitwams appear in the 1841 census but, interestingly, there is no Radcliff at Scapegoat hill by that
date. A tombstone at Pole Moor records the death of Betty Lockwood of Slipcote Hill on the 1st March
1817.
In 1812 the area surrounding Huddersfield was a centre of Luddite activity. There is no record of
anyone from Scapegoat Hill having any involvement with the Luddites. (The website
www.ludditebicentenary.blogspot.co.uk collates all known documents relating to the disturbances.)
Given the secretive nature of the Luddites, this cannot be conclusive that no-one from the village was
involved in Luddite activity. For example, there must have been many who attended the attack on
Rawfolds Mill (near Cleckheaton) who were not apprehended and it is known that people travelled
from Halifax to Rawfolds, a journey of greater length than it would have been from Scapegoat Hill.
However, it is inconceivable that residents were not aware of Luddite activities given that cloth would
have been taken for sale in Huddersfield on a weekly basis.
The Enclosure Act settlement of 1823 provides a reasonably detailed picture of the settlement at the
time. The Savile family produced a plan (illustration 10) of Golcar Township to meet the requirements
of the Enclosure Act. This records eight land-owners at present-day Scapegoat Hill. It shows that all the
land which is now in use enclosed as fields i.e. no moorland was converted to agricultural use after that
date. In addition, the legal document supporting the enclosure records properties of a further seven
people at Scapegoat Hill. The occupations of eight of the tenants are described as ‘clothier’. One of the
16
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clothiers, John Haigh, is given the title ‘esquire’. Assuming he is the same John Haigh recorded in
1784, or a descendant, then this indicates the rise in society of one Scapegoat Hill family.

Illustration 10: Enclosure Map
In addition, one tenant, at Pike Law is a tailor, evidence that there was sufficient cloth manufactured to
support someone in this trade. All holdings are small, none larger than four acres and some very small
indeed (in one case just four perches – less than one hundred square metres). In addition, there is an
innkeeper residing at Pike Law (presumably the Cherry Tree Inn) and a stone mason. Two residents are
involved in quarrying, one combining this with being a clothier. – one quarry was situated off the
present-day High Street, near Royal Acre where there are clear signs of previous quarrying and the
other just off Halifax Road, close to the present-day radio mast.

The Enclosure Settlement also required the construction of roads (30 feet wide) and bridleways (20 feet
wide). One road was to be from Pike Law over Wholestone Moor to Longwood: the first part of which
might be Taylor Lane and then Hollin Hall Lane but there is no trace of a road to Longwood. The
second was to be from Scapegoat Hill in a north-westerly direction to meet with the road previously
mentioned. This may be along the course of Chapel Street and School Road. The bridleway was to be
from Pike Law Edge Road (which is probably the modern Pike Law Road) to Clough Head and so can
be identified as Slaithwaite Gate.
There is no mention of any watercourses at Scapegoat Hill but two wells are mentioned: one on Pike
Law and one north-west of ‘Scapegoat Hill Road’ (the first of the two roads mentioned above).
In 1838 William White18 listed tradespeople in a gazetteer. He states that there were 12 waterwheels
and 12 steam engines in the section on Golcar township but none of the entries relate to Scapegoat Hill.
The directory lists tradespeople so, from the enclosure details above and the 1841 census details (see
below) there were clearly residents meeting that description. However, the method of compilation of
this directory has not come to light: compilers may not have visited Scapegoat Hill, or, it is possible
that entry was paid for by the business proprietor. In the latter case, an omitted business may have
taken the view that entry would not increase trade and so commissioning an entry was not worthwhile.
The Reform Act of 1832 extended franchise; previously only males owning freehold property worth
over £10 had the vote. After the Act, leaseholders were also enfranchised (provided that the value of the
lease exceeded a certain threshold, dependant upon the type of lease). One consequence of the Act was
the first publication of an Electoral Register. For the constituency of the West Riding, the first such
register was published in 1840. This lists 14 voters at Scapegoat Hill. All of these 14 qualify as
freeholders (and so would have had a vote prior to the Act). Comparing the number of families, 52,
recorded in the 1841 Census (see next paragraph) with the number of enfranchised adult males shows
that approximately 30% of adult males were enfranchised. It is estimated 19 that nationally 13% of adult
males were enfranchised before the Act, a figure which rose to 18% afterwards. Hence, the proportion
at Scapegoat Hill meeting the requirements for voting was considerably higher than the national
average; strong evidence suggesting a reasonably wealthy community. All fourteen owned their
property, which may reflect the approach of the Savile estate to allowing new development. Equally, of
those who can be definitively traced, all but one is a clothier (the other is a farmer), showing the
possible wealth of that line of business at the time. This is of note given that, at the same period, the
Royal Commission on Hand-Loom Weaving saw the trade as doomed and was advising weavers to
leave the trade20. However, there were another ten clothiers who did not qualify to vote and no weaver
owned or rented, property of sufficient value to qualify for voting.
The 1841 Census, the first for England and Wales for which records survive, records 290 people in 52
families with an address of what is now seen as Scapegoat Hill; 30 families residing at Scapegoat Hill,
the others recording Pike Law, Hollin Hall etc. All but nine cite the trade of the head of the household
as being either ‘weaver’ or ‘clothier’ (where this is given). The names of six clothiers and one weaver
coincide with the names showing the tenancy of land in 1823, not definitive but suggestive of the fact
that these smallholdings had been manufacturing woollen cloth for some time. The other occupations
are joiner, stone mason, labourers, a farmer and a shop keeper. 22 weavers are listed. Significantly, only
one person, the farmer, gives an agricultural occupation; firm evidence that this was not primarily a
farming community. If any of the original settlers had moved to the area to farm, by this date they
gained most, if not all, of their income from the cloth trade. If a farm had been viable in the seventeenth
century, one may assume that, with a larger population at hand, it would continue to be viable in the
mid nineteenth. However, it is highly likely that people gave their prime occupation to the census
enumerator; there being no reason to suppose that this was their sole occupation. hence, clothiers may
well have run smallholdings and almost certainly, weavers would provide labour at times such as haymaking. Indeed W. E. Hickam, the Handloom Weavers' Commissioner, reported, in 1841, that younger
men were rarely solely dependent on weaving, 'they calculate upon field work in harvest time, upon the
produce of potato setting....'.
The 52 families have only 26 different surnames. There are 10 families called Whitwam, 6 called
Thewlis, 6 Singletons and 5 Shaws suggesting a high level of inter-relation. Evidence to support this
conjecture is provided by people such as Hannah Whitwam who lived with one of the Singleton
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families, there being 6 such examples. Was this a way of addressing over-crowding arising from large
families until one of the children set up their own house?
The presence of a shop-keeper suggests an established community which did more than just make farm
gate purchases whilst the presence of a stone mason hints at building work being undertaken.
Ten of the 52 families lived at Pike Law, a much higher proportion than today. Here we may have a hint
as to the first part of the area to be settled by people without some involvement in farming. Five of
these families are headed by a weaver. Pike Law benefits from open views, providing the best of light
for weaving and, being under the protection of the steeply sloping hill, perhaps the best spot to set up as
a weaver.
In 2008 there were 541 dwellings housing 1251 people –an average of 2.3 people per dwelling
compared with 5.7 in 1841. The table below compares the most recent age profile (2008, hence the
class boundaries) with the earliest available, i.e. that from the 1841 census. Some caution should be
attached to the age information for 1841 as a surprisingly large proportion of those over 15 have their
ages given as a multiple of five, reflecting the methodology required of that first census.
Age
All aged 0-4
All aged 5-15
All aged 16-19
All aged 20-44
All aged 45-64
All aged 65-74
All aged 75-84
All aged 85 and over

2008
5.6
16
5.6
32
29.6
6.4
4
1.6

1841
16.6
38.3
3.1
29.3
10.0
1.7
0.7
0.3

Table 1: Comparison of population in 2008 and 1841
Some of the differences are to be expected, e.g. the greater proportion of the elderly in modern times.
The much higher proportion of children under 15 in 1841 reflects the larger families of the early
Victorian era. More interesting is the fact that those in the first adult band (20-44) are broadly the same
for both dates whilst those in the 45-64 in Victorian times grouping are only about one third of the
present day proportion. If this was also a reflection of larger families, then one would expect the 20-44
(the main child-bearing age) band to be less than in modern times. This picture may well be explained
by a growing community. If families had recently moved to Scapegoat Hill, it is more likely that
younger people would make this pioneering venture: the more elderly would have remained behind.
The first Ordnance Survey map covering the area (from 1843) marks Slipcoat Hill and shows about 9
buildings, not sufficient for the number of families recorded in the census two years previously.
In a history of the village of Cononley21, situated south of Skipton, the authors refer to handloom
weavers from that area attending 'the great' Chartist meeting which took place at Scapegoat Hill. Their
account gives no detail of the meeting. Hodgson and Gulliver gained their information from the stories
of John Willie Moorhouse (1878-1959) who gives as his source one Enoch Whitaker (1831-1922).
Whittaker recalls attendance at the meeting but can only have been no older than his early teens at the
time, in fact, his account gives no detail of the meeting itself but of the food eaten. This statement is
mystifying. There are no corroborating accounts of a Chartist meeting at Scapegoat Hill and the
Chartists do not appear to have been very active anywhere in the Colne Valley. The Chartist newspaper,
'The Northern Star', which advertised Chartist meetings, carries no reference. There were Chartist
gatherings at Blackstone Edge in 1846, which drew a crowd of 30,000, and at Peep Green, near
Cleckheaton, with an attendance estimated at a quarter of a million. Frank Peel22, who lived and
worked in Huddersfield, writing in 1888 about the Chartists, emphasising events around the town, and,
at that date, with access to first-hand evidence of activists, makes no mention of Scapegoat Hill but
neither does he mention the meeting on Blackstone Edge.
The most probable suggestion is that the account has confused Scapegoat Hill with Skircoat Moor,
where Chartist meetings did take place. Skircoat Hill is nearer to Cononley than is Scapegoat Hill.
Nevertheless, Whitaker obviously knew of Scapegoat Hill, a village some 30 miles from where he
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lived. Possibly, he, or someone else from Cononley came to Scapegoat Hill in connection with Baptist
activities (Cononley was a strong centre of Baptism) and the places were confused.
Comparisons between the 1841 and 1851 censuses are not as might be expected. The total number of
residents is virtually unchanged as is the number of families. This, in itself, is in contrast to a rapidly
growing population of England and Wales of 12.7% over the 10 years, during which period there had
been a growth of 18.5% in the remainder of the Golcar township. Of equal note is the fact that there are
fewer children in 1851 than in 1841. This may be explained by the hypothesis of a growing community
in 1841 which had passed the peak of giving birth by 1851 but whose offspring had yet to become
productive of children.
1841
1851 Change
Age
in cohort
range
size
0-9
104
84
10-19
64
79
-25
20-29
41
45
-19
30-39
32
29
-12
40-49
22
24
-8
50-59
12
20
-2
60-69
11
6
-6
70-79
3
4
-7
80-89
0
-3
>89
1
0
-1

Table 2: Change in population 1841 to 1851
Not only are there fewer young children resident, but, remembering that those aged 0-9 in 1841 would
be in the 10-19 group in 1851 (assuming survival), those aged 11-19 in 1841 in the 20-29 band by 1851
etc., it can be seen that there is a diminution in every cohort. Obviously deaths would reduce the size of
each cohort, especially the youngest because of the higher rates of child mortality in the Victorian age.
But, the size of each cohort is also reflected by emigration and immigration. Only with exceptionally
high mortality rates would the above figures be consistent with net movement into the community. It is
more likely that by 1851 the growth of the community was over. This is consistent with the growth of
mills and mechanisation, impacting upon the weaving trade, and then impacting on the wages of other
residents.
For the 1851 census, methodology had changed slightly: whereas in 1841 only the person listed as the
head of the household had their occupation recorded (and not always then) in 1851 occupations of
everyone can be recorded. The proliferation of weavers remains: there are 76 weavers in 1851. By now
many women are also listed as weavers and so are many older children. Was this the case in 1841 or
were weavers attempting to increase the volume of output to compete with mass production of the
mills? It may well be significant that whereas in 1841 the occupation was given as ‘weaver’ in 1851
many specifically state ‘hand-loom weaver’; at the very least acknowledging the growth of mechanised
weaving but perhaps also demonstrating a pride in their craft. One clear change is that there are now
only 4 clothiers where there had been 20 ten years earlier. Of those clothiers who can be traced from
1841 to 1851, 2 still continue as clothiers, and 6 now describe themselves as weavers (although 2
combine this with farming). According to Crump and Ghorbal23, the clothier had always been a form of
yeoman, combining agriculture with his wool trade. A clothier not only undertook the entire process of
cloth production (although tasks such as fulling may well have been undertaken at a mill) but also
placed some work with others. Weavers may have been independent or they may have worked for a
clothier. The decline of the clothier probably reflected an acknowledgement that traditional production
methods, especially that of spinning, could not compete with mechanised work. Census data shows the
numbers employed in woollen manufacture in Yorkshire rose from below 80,000 to almost 200,000
between 1841 and 1851; figures which reflects the rapid introduction of factory production. One
wonders, given the relative wealth evidenced by property qualification for franchise, if some of the
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untraceable clothiers had moved from Scapegoat Hill to run a mill at a location with a ready source of
water power or supply of coal for steam.
Other trades from the 1851 census at Scapegoat Hill connected with weaving are bobbin winders,
shuttlers, dyers and peicer (sic) mill operative. Shuttlers, piecers and teazer mill operatives provide
clear evidence that by 1851 some of the community were working in mills with mechanised
production. The teazer mill operator reflects the extent of the impact of mechanisation as teasing was
the last part of woollen manufacture to be mechanised (and the function of the notorious machines
produced in Marsden by Enoch Taylor). There are 8 stone getters and one stone hewer: as shown
above, this is unlikely to be to support new building in Scapegoat Hill itself but more likely in
connection with the building of mills in the wider locality. (The 1854 Ordnance Survey map shows a
quarry north of what is now High Street). There are also two highway labourers (certainly a possible
trade for someone leaving weaving). A further hint of the decline of hand-weaving comes from the fact
that five of the weavers indicate that they spend some of their time farming (in addition to the full-time
farmer with 14 acres). The second farmer from 1841 had probably either died or ceased working as he
was aged 75 in 1841.
There are now two shopkeepers. Why did the community need the second outlet? Did someone feel
that competition might reduce prices? The presence of a baker indicates that work, at least for some,
was now taking up time that had to be given to baking in the past. The commercial side of the
community has developed some infra-structure. There is a wool dealer as well as two waste wool
dealers, carters and carriers to transport finished goods.
The community now has a school, led by an 18 year old teacher. Children as young as 3 are described
as ‘scholars’ but by the age of 10 school-days appear to be over. Clearly, this is a sign of intentions of
self-improvement. The present school was not built until 1872 so questions arise not only as to where
classes were held but also the source of funding. It may well have been in a room used for the Sunday
School (see page 20).
The Huddersfield and Holmfirth Weekly Examiner refers to a meeting, held on Tuesday 16th December
1851 discussing the separation of church and state taking place at the school room. This meeting was
attended by over 200 people. As the census for 1851 records only 207 residents over the age of 10,
there must have been many people attending who resided elsewhere, Hence, the choice of Scapegoat
Hill as the venue is evidence of the strength of non-conformity in the community and the interest in
political matters of the time.
In April 1851 the Huddersfield Chronicle reports that a William Lockwood had been appointed as a
local constable for the part of the Agbrigg hundred which included Scapegoat Hill. It is unclear as to
whether this was the first appointment for the village.
The 1854 6” to 1 mile Ordnance Survey map marks Scapegoat Hill and records approximately 24
buildings but the 1851 Census information provides clear evidence that there must have been more,
even if each building represents several cottages. This map also marks four wells, one just to the east of
the junction between the present-day Chapel Street and New Lane; one to the south of Taylor Lane; one
on the site of the present Scape House Inn and one where Slaithwaite Road becomes Halifax Road at
an area tellingly marked as Spring Head, perhaps the first source of water for the settlement.
This map can be read as naming the geographical hill as ‘Scapegoat Hill’ and, whilst Scapegoat Hill
appears in larger letters, it is shown at the eastern end of where Taylor Lane curves into High Street,,
and shows the Noddle, Spring Head, Pike Law, Dunkirk and Upper Haughs as separate settlements.
Intriguingly, there are no tenters (for stretching finished cloth) marked on the 1854 map at Scapegoat
Hill, although there are many in Golcar. It would appear unlikely that clothiers at least, and probably
weavers, did not finish their own cloth. Could it be that the survey varied in practice as to where these
fixtures were recorded?
By 1854 the Golcar Workhouse, run by the Huddersfield Union, had been established at the foot of
Pike Law. This consisted of two cottages, one for either sex. It could accommodate 22 residents. As
early as 1866 the Poor Law Inspector found the premises to be 'wholly inadequate in every respect'.
Men slept two to a bed with seven beds in one small room. Given the notoriety of workhouse
conditions, the report shows how appalling this institution must have been. The institution closed
around 1869.
According to D F E Sykes24 , the Baptist Church first started a Sunday School and Meeting House at
Scapegoat Hill at Easter 1830, building a new school in 1861 and then founding the church on 17th
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August 1871. However Edward Royle25 states that Baptist meeting rooms in Scapegoat Hill opened in
1850. This date is also given by Crawshaw and Wilkinson26. Could Sykes’ date be a misprint? –
certainly there are other errors in dates in his book. However, Nathan Haigh in his Jubilee History27 of
the church gives the date as 1849, supported by the inscription on a stone now laying along side the
Baptist Chapel. That same stone dates the expansion as being from 1863 (not 1861 as Sykes claims).
Royle also records that average attendance at Sunday School in 1879/80 was 251. The Sunday School
was converted to a chapel, opening for worship on 17th May 1871. However, it was not until 1874 that
the chapel was admitted to the Yorkshire Association of Baptist Churches. The chapel built a manse for
its pastor in 1880 but, as a result in difficulties purchasing the land, the burial ground did not come into
existence until 1903. (Many Scapegoat Hill residents were buried at Pole Moor up to that date.) As
early as 1888 the congregation realised that the accommodation was inadequate although it seated 240
adults and 200 children. A start had been made to raise funds for a new chapel. At the launch of the
appeal the Mayor of Huddersfield praised the efforts of self-help present in the village and contrasted
the growth of the congregation with declines elsewhere28. The present building has an inscription of
1899, opening for worship in 1900. This is evidence of growth, firstly that the community, by 1850 was
sufficiently large to have its own services and no longer depend upon that at Pole Moor and secondly of
rapid growth in the last 30 years of the 19th century to support the new chapel.
James Haigh showed indomitable spirit, perhaps reflecting that of the earliest settlers, when he started
teaching people to play brass instruments in 1854. His intention was to form a band and rehearsals
started five years later. Few musical groups can have been born into less auspicious circumstances. Of
the six original band members, only Haigh could play an instrument! He set about his task by teaching
the others how to play, regardless of the fact that he had to raise money, by door-to-door collection, to
buy instruments. The band first rehearsed at the Cherry Tree Inn on Pike Law. However, the band was
successful, by the end of the nineteenth century winning prizes. Early press reports refer to a 'brass'
band but it became a silver band. In celebration of the band’s 75th anniversary, it was invited to
broadcast a concert by the BBC, possibly the first residents of the village to appear on radio. Three
years later, the band again faced adversity when all but one member of the band resigned. The Colne
Valley Guardian does not go into detail but this followed the departure of the conductor, initially to take
up a post with the Marsden Band. However, within months a reformed band was leading the annual
Whitsuntide procession and was back to winning competition prizes within a year. It is unclear whether
any members returned but the departure led directly to the formation of the Golcar Silver Band.
The 1861 census records an upturn in the growth of the community. By now, the population is 483, a
growth of 66%. This is remarkable but even more so when compared to the national rate of growth
over the decade of 5.6%. The growth in the rest of Golcar township was greater than the national rate at
18% but this is nowhere near what was occurring at Scapegoat Hill.
The following table compares 10 year cohorts:-
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Table 3: Change in population 1851 to 1861
Part of the increase is accounted for by a considerable rise in birth rate. The increase of 17 in the 10-19
cohort must have been the result of immigration as these people would have been born at the time of
the 1851 census but recorded elsewhere. This increase can be assumed to be in spite of child mortality.
Equally significant is the increase of 26 in the 30-39 age group, again showing significant levels of
movement into the area. It is most probable that movement into the village explains some of the growth
in birth rate. There are now 93 families in the village.
As in 1851, weaving is by far the highest occupation with 192 people giving this as their trade, i.e.
almost 3 out of every 5 adult residents. The overwhelming majority of these specifically state ‘handloom’ weavers but there is one recorded power loom weaver, along with 3 slubbers, 2 teazers and one
piecer so mechanised production is, as expected from 1851, still offering some employment but not
appearing to make dramatic impact upon the community. Significantly, some of the new arrivals appear
to have been handloom weavers, evidence of geographical concentration of an occupation under threat
from mechanisation.
No-one now describes themselves as a clothier. Of the four clothiers from 1851, two cannot be traced,
one, like those previously moving from being a clothier now combines weaving and farming and
another has become a grocer. Spun yarn must have been supplied from somewhere and it seems
unlikely that all weavers bought in yarn. Perhaps, at this date, hand-loom weaving was seen as the
master craft and it was in this that people wished to take a pride. The 55 winders are exclusively
teenagers (or younger) showing how the younger members of the family contributed towards the
domestic industry. Four women give their trade as dressmaker.
Of the children under the age of ten, 43 are listed as scholars and the community now has two teachers.
However, note that this implies that approximately half of those aged between 5 and 10 did not attend
school (attendance was not to be compulsory until 1880). There are two grocery shops and a green
grocer. The presence of a dairy maid shows that the community was now producing milk for dairy
products. But dairying must have been a precarious enterprise given the vegetation and the weather. A
‘beer house keeper’ is providing for the leisure of the growing community. (Recalling that the
Enclosure document of 1823 listed an inn-keeper, the question arises as to why no-one cited such an
occupation in either 1841 or 1851, perhaps they combined inn-keeping with some other occupation.)
Stone masons (4), quarrymen (13), plasterers (3) and joiners (3) support the expansion of the village.
One man describes himself as a ‘proprietor of houses’ so clearly the growth had been sufficient to
support being a rentier. There are 4 farmers, two of whom are also weavers.
One interesting development is the presence of five nurses. They were not listed in 1851 (and have
disappeared by 1871). The community could not have supported so many nurses. Did they work at the
workhouse or was ‘nurse’ a term for a mid-nineteenth century childminder?
1861 marked the inauguration of the Golcar Local Board, with Scapegoat Hill being part of the NorthWest Ward. The frequent discussion of the state of the roads and demands for repairs, with Scapegoat
Hill being mentioned, suggest that, at this date, the roads had yet to be metalled. In 1876, villagers
petitioned the Board, seeking for it to adopt the roads. The issue does not appear to have been
discussed.

The Huddersfield Chronicle for 4th March 1865 reports a dinner of the Scapegoat Hill Mechanics
Institute. Such early forms of self-improvement were a feature of nineteenth century life but it has not
been possible to ascertain when this organisation commenced, its range of activities or when it ceased.
It is claimed that the Institute was first formed in 1852 but was never secure and revived in 1860.
Classes were held in the school room. An obituary of William Lockwood from 1905 refers to the
establishment of a library. This may have been in connection with the Mechanics Institute.
In 1866, just as in 1761, there was a dispute over water. The construction of a reservoir at Haughs had,
allegedly, deprived 195 people of water. This issue was discussed by the Golcar Town Council in June
1866. The council required that water from this reservoir be made available to those claiming a
reduction in their supply. Again, this illustrates the problems with supplying all inhabitants with water.
The qualification for voting was further extended by the Representation of the People Act of 1867. This
reduced the value of a freehold entitling the owner to vote from £10 to £5. At Scapegoat Hill, this led to
22 adult men now being entitled to vote. As in 1832, all those enfranchised qualified by virtue of
property ownership (i.e. none did so by the value of their rented property). Using data from the 1871
Census (see below) the proportion of enfranchised adult males is now in line with the national average
(although comparison is now more difficult than in 1832 as the qualification for voting in towns
differed from that in shire areas). Tentatively, it may be suggested that the proportion of voters at
Scapegoat Hill was still above average for rural areas as the proportion of voters in towns was higher
than in non-urban districts. If that hypothesis holds, then this is evidence that Scapegoat Hill was still a
relatively prosperous place, although perhaps less so than in 1832 and the picture is far from clear as
evidenced by information form the next Census (see below).
By 1871, the population had changed quite dramatically, falling to 464, a drop of 45 but against a
national growth of 9% and a growth in the rest of Golcar of 20.4%. The table below, comparing
changes within each 10 year cohort, gives more details:-
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Table 4: Change in population1861 to 1871
There is a net loss of 64 of those who would be aged between 20 and 49 in 1871. Clearly, there must
have been a considerable movement away from the area. The reasons are not difficult to ascertain. The
listed occupations are broadly similar to 1861 but, most significantly, there is now only a minority
described as hand loom weavers, although weaving is still the predominant occupation. ‘Power loom
weavers’ now are named in considerable number. Victoria Mills in Golcar was opened by John Ainley
and John Taylor in 1854.The first major expansion of factory production in Slaithwaite had occurred in
1858 when Crowther opened his first mill. Albion Mill in Golcar bears the date 1864. Significantly,
Heath House Mill, the nearest mill to the village and which employed a considerable number of
workers from Scapegoat Hill until its closure in the middle of the twentieth century, was operating by
1867. These are almost 30 years after the first mills opened in Huddersfield but all of these could
provide employment for the residents of Scapegoat Hill and, of course, provided direct competition for
the handloom weavers. Nationally, the number of spindles in factories had grown by 76% over these 10
years, the fastest rate of growth in the century.
The existence of adult ‘bobbin winders’, previously an occupation only for children, might point to the
desperation of some redundant hand-loom weavers. But the power looms were, and were to remain,
close to water, first for direct power and then to feed steam – and Scapegoat Hill did not have this

resource available. You might walk into the valley for work if your source of income had become
unstable but you would not settle here if there was no prospect of work in the immediate vicinity.
In 1861, there had been 62 families in the village headed by a person giving their trade as hand-loom
weaver. Forty of these families can be definitively traced to records for 1871. Of those who can be
traced, 10 give different occupations in 1871. Four have moved to the mills as power-loom weavers
and another as a wool warp sizer. Three describe themselves as ‘fancy wool weavers’. This term might
be used in relation to the pattern weaving permitted with Jacquard looms or may indicate a specialism
within hand-loom weaving (but the former is more likely, given the fact that ‘hand-loom weaver’ is still
given as a trade by a considerable number of people in 1871). One has clearly fallen in the world, now
being a bobbin winder and one has changed trade altogether to a clogger. Of the remaining 22 families,
clearly, some of the older heads of families will have died in the intervening period but 17 were under
the age of 40 in 1861 so deaths are unlikely to account for the majority. They must have left the area,
either to continue their craft in some other place (although it is hard to conjecture a reason for this) or
to live nearer their place of employment. There is some evidence to show that it was the younger handloom weavers of 1861 who were no longer in that trade 10 years later: the younger half of all such
heads-of-family account for just one third of those remaining in the trade.
However, the above methodology raises some questions over the accuracy of census data. Whilst
families can be clearly matched by position in the census data and names, the increase in ages over the
10 years ranges from 12 to 9. This suggests that census data was not always collected first-hand. It
must have been tempting for a collector to gain information by asking a neighbour for details if no
responsible person was available. Or a child may have been asked (no doubt against regulations). In
either case, ages may not have been known exactly. The existence of such anomalies raises doubts as to
the absolute accuracy of census data but is not strong enough to question the overall picture.
There is also an interesting first reference to cotton weaving (which was established in Slaithwaite).
The rentier is no longer listed. Clearly, competition between hand- and machine weaving had passed a
critical point and it was proving difficult for the traditional craftsman or woman to compete.
The surprise is not in the decline but that it had not occurred earlier. Thompson29 shows that the
conditions of hand-loom weavers had been in decline since the start of the nineteenth century as
production was concentrated in mills, even before the introduction of powered machinery. He suggests
that wages in the period 1800-1835 fell by 60%. In spite of this, the total number of hand-loom
weavers increased during this period, presumably as more family members were working looms in an
attempt to hold up family income.
In contrast, figures in Bowley30, show that, in the Huddersfield area, the wage rates for powerloom
weavers only began to exceed those for handloom weavers between 1859 and 1861. An explanation is
that the increase in capacity with mechanisation had depressed wage rates, especially from the boom
period in which spinning was more mechanised than weaving. Further, Bowley's figures are only for
full-time work: factory weavers would be far less subject to the vagaries of demand than handloom
weavers. However, it appears that there was a premium for hand-woven cloth, as hand-loom weavers,
by definition, could not match the quantity of output of a powerloom. This may have arisen by
producing specialised cloth that either could not be produced on a powerloom of the time or was
required in too small quantities to attract mill owners. It is regularly stated that powerlooms produced
cloth of greater consistency than the handloom because the machine applied uniform pressure to
tightening the cloth. However, this devalues the skill in handloom weaving: traditionally, an
apprenticeship was served. Although it was said that weaving could be learnt in a few weeks, it is likely
that the skill of applying a uniform tension was only acquired after extensive practice. So, it is
reasonable to suppose that the highly skilled handloom weaver was able to match the quality of the
powerlooms. Further, the first powerloom of an acceptable, reliable quality was not introduced into the
cotton industry until 1841: it would have taken some time to be adapted for wool and further time for
its reliability to be recognised and generally adopted so making the date of about 1860 not surprising.
According to Bowley, in 1860, wage rates for weavers were at the level of those in 1805 (before
mechanisation) but during the intervening period, prices had risen by 41%31. Such was the resulting
distress that Parliament established a Select Committee on Hand-Loom Weavers in 1832. But
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Westminster realised the futility of standing in the face of ‘progress’ and advised hand-loom weavers to
move to the mills. There is evidence to show that this was more difficult than might be expected. The
hand-loom weavers’ knowledge does not appear to have put them at an advantage over others for mill
employment, indeed mill-weaving appears to have been, at best, a semi-skilled trade. Further, the
independence from hand-loom weavers’ self-employment resulted in mill employers being wary of
their independent ways and spirit. This is supported by Lyons32, who states that hand-loom weavers
were unable to secure factory work (in some cases and areas) as a result of age (women and children
were cheaper to employ) and adaptability.
In contrast to the above decline, the founding of the Baptist Chapel in 1871 provides evidence of some
wealth in the community. The new church had 28 members who were expected to make a financial
contribution to the church (as opposed to ‘hearers’ who attended services). Twenty one of these
members had been members at Pole Moor Baptist Church, four at Golcar and three at Salendine Nook.
Unlike some new Baptist Churches, Scapegoat Hill chapel had not been founded as a result of a
doctrinal split, but as the result of a growth in numbers. Hence, the new chapel must have been
geographically nearer for these 28 and so it may be assumed that the majority lived in the village. Not
only did these 28 have the means to make the necessary financial contribution but they clearly had
sufficient confidence in their economic prospects to enter into a long term commitment. As only adult
males could be members of the church and there were only 97 families in the village at the time, this
relative wealth and economic confidence extended to a considerable proportion of the population.
Stone fence wallers recorded in the census of 1871 provide evidence of the physical enclosure of fields.
A railway labourer (who must have had a considerable journey to work) shows the impact of the latest
transport technology. There is one servant listed, indicating that at least one wealthy resident was
employing domestic assistance. Although there is no reference to a public house, one man is a part-time
beer seller.
The school was still employing two teachers. The Sunday School expanded to offer daily education in
1872 and then re-opened in its present day premises in 1875. On re-opening the advertisement for
teachers stated 'a dissenter preferred'. Religion was clearly more important than teaching ability for, in
1874 the man and wife teaching team had to be replaced to comply with the requirements of the
Government Grant Aid Scheme. It is unclear what became of the Sunday School building but shortly
after the opening of the school, the Sunday School building was damaged when struck by lightening.
The school charged parents 2d a week (approx 1p) for the under 7s, 4d for the ‘middle section’ and 6d
for the ‘first class’. Some pupils attended on a part-time basis for 3d and 4d., spending the remainder of
the day working in mills. Interestingly, the school day started half an hour later in winter than in
summer, when the school day was thirty minutes longer.
It must not be assumed that people were poorly educated before the days of compulsory schooling.
Swindlehusrt33 describes old hand-loom weavers in Lancashire in the 1870s who could quote
extensively from Shakespeare as well as knowing the works of Burns and Goldsmith (amongst others)
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Illustration 11: Advertisement for the reopening of the school
In 1894 the school was incorporated into the Golcar School Board and, at this date, ceased to have a
denominational character. The following year, the Board proposed closing the school with pupils to
attend the new school they were to establish at Bolster Moor. The community objected and the school
was reprieved.
Fees would have ended by this time as, from 1891, education in state schools became free. From the
opening of the school, all pupils were taught in the same room. This was later partitioned into three but,
following criticism from Her Majesty’s Inspectorate as early as 1875, an extension was added but not
until 1902. In the year of opening inspection had found the infants to be 'backward' with the inspector
reporting that 'arrangements for their instruction are of the most wretched description', being taught in
the same room as older pupils and having no books.
The process of expansion was far from smooth. The Golcar School Board did consider building a new
school but, having just opened the school at Bolster Moor, had insufficient funding. Nor were they
willing to fund expansion of a building they did not own. At one point, in 1898, the Board again
considered closing the school and moving the pupils to Golcar but it was stated that the community
would not tolerate such a move. The extension was eventually made, twenty-seven years after the
original criticism by the inspectorate..

However, this extension, under the new Education Boards, was not welcomed by all. The Baptist
incumbent at the time, Reverend B. Williams, joined the protests of many non-conformist ministers by
refusing to pay the proportion of rates identified for education. He described such taxes as supporting
“Romanism”. In 1905 this action led to his prosecution and, being unable (or unwilling) to pay the fine
imposed, was imprisoned for four days. On his release, he addressed a public meeting held in Golcar,
describing his experiences in prison. Whilst several other non-conformist ministers from the area
attended this meeting, Williams was clearly the only one who had taken his beliefs to that extent. He
repeated his protest the following year and was sentenced to a longer prison term. However, an
anonymous person paid the fine on his behalf. By this time, Williams had resigned from his post and
left very shortly after his second court appearance. The history of the chapel praises Williams for
standing by his beliefs, which could be taken as a strong indication of the depth of non-conformism in
the community at the time. However, it may have been that the chapel elders and Williams had come
to a mutual agreement for him to leave as his political stance may not have been viewed as being in the
best interest of his parishioners. He had served for five years; the shortest tenure other than his
immediate predecessor, Robins, who served for a single year.
On 1st November 1873, the Medical Officer of Health raised concerns about pollution of Scapegoat
Hill's water supply by manure and linked this to the high incidence of “zymotic” disease. This term was
used for a range of conditions including typhoid, smallpox and scarlet fever. These may well account
for some of the decreases in numbers in age cohorts between censuses. Although incidence of such
diseases would have been higher in Victorian times, with little if any effective remedy, the fact that the
Medical Officer chose to write about the water supply and connect it with disease can be taken as
evidence that incidence of such diseases was higher at Scapegoat Hill than in surrounding areas. On
18th February 1877, the Medical Officer again wrote to the Golcar Local Board stating that he had
attended 13 cases of typhoid at Scapegoat Hill in the previous months. In December of the same year,
the Nuisance Inspector reported the high incidence of scarlatina. By 1877 he reported that the water
from the spring to troughs used by inhabitants had now been enclosed in pipes.
More generally, analysis of burial records from Pole Moor for the period 1836-1877 shows the average
age at death at Scapegoat Hill to be 20.7 compared with 22.6 elsewhere. However, this difference is not
statistically significant. The proportion of still births at Scapegoat Hill in this period is virtually
identical to the areas covered by the other records. The proportion of deaths at an age greater than 75 at
7% is considerably higher for the other areas than that for Scapegoat Hill at 4%.. Hence, it is the health
of the adult population at Scapegoat Hill which compares unfavourably to that for the other areas rather
than that of infants. This difference may well be accounted for by the population loss recorded in the
1871 census which shows that older people had moved away from the village and so their older deaths
would have been recorded in the area to which they moved.
However, for the years 1865 to 1877 the average age at death at Scapegoat Hill had fallen slightly to
20.2 whilst that for the other areas had risen to 24.8. Again, the difference has no statistical significance
but the movements do support the Health Officer’s concerns and suggests that gain in life expectancy
were not accruing at Scapegoat Hill at the same rate as elsewhere. On the other hand, it may again be
that the emigration mentioned in the above paragraph may have moved older deaths from Scapegoat
Hill to the other areas. During this period, the proportion of deaths in the first year of life are broadly
similar for Scapegoat Hill and other areas.
There is evidence of self-improvement from a crime report of April 1874. This involves an assault on a
fifteen year old girl from Golcar. But, what is relevant here is that the victim was returning from a night
school class held in Scapegoat Hill. Not only does this show a community wishing to gain further
education but, at least in one subject area, must have been ahead of neighbouring, but larger, Golcar.
The programme was organised by the Mechanics Institute, which also funded the elementary school.
The Huddersfield Daily Chronicle of 24th February 1876 reports an average attendance of 52 students
in 1875, one third of these being female.
Although the Jubilee Celebration Handbook for the Liberal Club, written in 1939, states that "In 1888 a
few stalwart Liberals gathered together in a tiny cottage.... to discuss politics and endeavour to spread
the spirit of Liberalism" the record of the meeting of the National Reform Union (a Liberal
organisation) held at the Free Trade Hall in Manchester on 15th December 1875 lists 6 delegates from
the Scapegoat Hill Liberal Club (Wm. Ainley, Jno. Dransfield, Jno. Blackburn, Jno. Arthur, Joe
Whitwam and Jim Whitwam). Hence, it appears that there was at least one earlier attempt at forming a
Liberal Club. The 1875 attendance provides clear evidence that there was an interest in national politics
as the Reform Union sought, as its prime objective, universal male suffrage. No other record has come
to light of this earlier Liberal association: there was a Golcar Liberal Club at the time (which also sent

delegates) which raises the question as to whether this was a subterfuge by the Golcar club to increase
representation at regional or national level.
In 1877, there was, as yet, no mains water in Golcar and so, presumably, not at Scapegoat Hill.
The Daily Reporter and Dewsbury, Batley and Heckmondwike News paints an interesting picture of
the community in 1878. The report was occasioned by a tour undertaken by the Golcar Local Board to
investigate drainage in the area and also to consider the installation of gas lighting (in Golcar itself).
The report is significant in that for the rest of the day tour, it describes the findings in relation to the
purpose of the tour, but, as the following shows, Scapegoat Hill attracts particular attention:“Mr. Kenworthy was hailed famously now and again with ‘Naa Sam’. The Board were the subject
of much ‘stock-taking’ in this locality, women putting their heads out of windows in wonderment,
a few groups of men coming out to stare and grin and, to paraphrase a couplet of a well-known
song
‘Children coming home from school
Bawled after the Local Board’”
This is the only point on the tour where the local residents are mentioned. The Board arrived at
Scapegoat Hill some time after lunch on a workday. Hence, the presence of so many inhabitants
supports the census evidence that many residents were still working from home, presumably as handloom weavers, and the implication is that this was not the case in the rest of the district. Perhaps the
implied mild contempt for authority would have been replicated elsewhere had the party met groups of
people but, nevertheless, the report paints a picture of a society with a level of independence and
autonomy not to mention a possible contempt for authority. Was the 'wonderment' a reflection of the
fact that the Board was perceived to pay little interest to the village? Could this reflect a spirit of
defiance and independence which moved the first people to take up residence at least 200 years earlier?
The report goes on to state that the Board was considering widening Swallow Lane to improve access
to the railway. That statement is a little puzzling; if the access was from Heath House mill, then Slades
Lane would also be a candidate for widening but that is not mentioned. There may be a suggestion of
the movement of goods from Scapegoat Hill to the railway in reasonable quantity, certainly by the
cartload but, if anything, production in the village would be in decline by this date. It seems improbable
that the relatively small quantities of cloth produced by hand would be distributed by railway and, even
if they were, adequate means of transportation must have already been in existence. Finally, the report
provides perhaps the first example of tourist promotion for Scapegoat Hill – “People who go scores of
miles to enjoy good scenery would do well to visit Scapegoat Hill”.
The decline in population recorded in 1871 had been dramatically reversed by 1881 with 669 now
resident in the village in 145 households. This is a growth of 44% set against a growth of 14% for
England and Wales and 25% in the rest of Golcar. Much of this was reflected by a high birth rate:
almost 200 children in 1881 had been born in the last 10 years but there is evidence of migration into
the area with a gain of 21 people between the ages of 20 and 29 whilst other age cohorts remain
broadly balanced. Clearly, younger people were moving to the village. It is not easy to explain this
growth as the census does not provide evidence of a concentration of handloom weavers suggested in
1861. But, the community had changed markedly. Now, it was also a dormitory for the growing number
of local mills.
The trades within the woollen industry are now far more specific, reflecting specialisation within the
mills. Significantly, this is the first census since 1841 in which no-one is described as a hand-loom
weaver. There are weavers of specialist cloth, especially linsey and serge; knotters, piecers, teazers,
burlers, menders, dyers, feeders and fullers. Only one person specifically gives their trade as ‘power
loom weaver’. 55% of those with trades have work which is specifically based in the mill production of
woollen cloth. In addition, there are 64 ‘fancy wool weavers’ and 31 ‘woollen weavers’ whom it is not
clear whether they were mill-based or not. It seems reasonable to assume that hand-loom weavers were
still in existence, not least because of evidence to come from later censuses, but it is certain that the
days when whole families formed a small production unit had now long gone: there is no suggestion
that any family was working in this way in 1881. However, Timmins34 advises caution in interpreting
the data of both the 1871 and 1881 Censuses, stating that whilst enumerators were instructed to
differentiate between hand- and power-loom weavers, many failed to follow that requirement.
The introduction of compulsory education in 1880 would have played as much a part as the powered
factories in ending the family production unit for the young, undertaking the simpler tasks, were no
longer available for much of the time. The traceable hand-loom weavers from 1871, all but one of
34
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whom lived on Pike Law, are equally divided between fancy woollen weavers and linsey weavers in
1881, again suggesting that there was a continuing of handloom production with the weavers simply
giving greater detail of their occupation
Four interesting entries list their trades as ‘worsted weavers’. The tradition in the Colne Valley was the
production of woollen, not worsted, cloth, with worsteds coming from the Calder Valley. It seems
unlikely that these people were commuting into the Calder Valley. It is known that there was an
expansion in worsted cloth at this time, evidenced by the opening in Slaithwaite of the Globe Mills
spinning for worsteds.
The range of other trades remains similar to 10 years earlier. The building trade is clearly thriving to
meet the expansion of the village with quarrymen, stone masons, carpenters and a plasterer and painter
accounting for 26 people.
There are now three shops; a green grocers, a confectioners and a butchers. Additionally, there is a
shopworker at the Co-operative Stores which had opened in 46 and 48 High Street in March 1880, with
John Haigh as the first president. A co-operative had been started at Slaithwaite as early as 1859 which,
indirectly, led to the formation of the Scapegoat Hill Society. Residents had requested the Slaithwaite
Society to open a branch in the village but the Slaithwaite society did not see how a branch at
Scapegoat Hill would be viable. Hence, an independent society was formed. Seventy two people
formed the initial membership. In 1886 the shop moved to 5 High Street and by the following year
membership had risen to 156. In 1890 a boot repair section was opened and in 1897 a butchering
department was added. The co-operative also supplied coal. The shop was extended in 1902, 1904 and
1919. By 1920 there were 563 members and by 1930 the share capital was £30,247. At the golden
jubilee celebrations in 1930, a director of the Co-operative Wholesale Society described the Scapegoat
Hill society as one of the most co-operative in the country. As part of this jubilee 538 people, in 19
coaches, went on an outing to the CWS headquarters in Manchester. By 1937, membership had topped
1,000 and so must have included many who did not live in the village. It is reported that the stores were
known as the 'Co-op on Top' not just because of altitude but from a reputation for paying higher
dividend than other co-operatives, at times as high as 12.5% per annum. A further benefit of
membership came through an arrangement with the Co-operative headquarters in Manchester. You
could order furniture at Scapegoat Hill but had to arrange your own collection from Manchester.
However, on arrival at Manchester, you were entitled to a free tea of plaice and chips, bread and butter
and a pot of tea (a benefit probably not unique to the Scapegoat Hill society members).
There are now two beer houses and the Baptist minister lives in the community, the manse having
being built the year previously. However, there is no school master or mistress resident so they must
have lived elsewhere and walked to the school.
There are clear suggestions that the community had elements not abiding by the law. The village now
has its own Police Constable and another person is employed as a night-watchman by a local mill.
However, most offences appear to be of a minor nature as evidenced by the fact that court reports from
the Huddersfield Chronicle invariably record fines rather than imprisonment as punishment when
Scapegoat Hill residents are found guilty of criminal activity. An indication that not all the community
was artisan is given by the existence of one person giving their employment as a designer of cloth.
In 1884 Scapegoat Hill was connected to the local gas works at Longwood, the chapel being one of the
first buildings to be illuminated by gas. This was almost 30 years after gas had been introduced to
Slaithwaite and 24 years after the opening of Longwood Gas Works. Golcar Town Board had agreed to
the installation of a gas supply in 1878 with Scapegoat Hill being included in the first schedule for
street lighting but the village was omitted from a revised schedule.
In the 1880s the Huddersfield Daily Chronicle reported on a regular series of lectures with intriguing
titles such as ‘The Brighter Side of Life’ and ‘Life in Black and White’, the latter on child
development. These were given by local clergymen to a considerable audience ‘the school room being
nearly full’.
The 1891 census records show a continued growth but at a slower rate than in the previous 10 years.
The population has increased by 19.9% to 802. This rate is almost identical to that for the rest of Golcar
but considerably higher than the 11.7% for England and Wales. But, as the table below shows, there has
been a net loss in each age group.
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Table 5: Change in population 1881 to 1891
This population represents 158 families and for the first time since 1841, the average family size has
increased; to 5.08 from 4.61. Whereas in 1881 a fifth of all households had three or more resident
adults (over 21), this is one third in 1891. It can be surmised that the average family was less well off in
1891 and fewer young people could afford their own homes than had been the case 10 years earlier.
However, this conjecture is not supported by national data as average wages had risen whilst prices had
fallen since 1881. Further, nationally, the number of employees in the woollen industries had risen so
there appears to be no evidence to suggest that even the local textile industry was in recession. But, this
may well have been the time of greatest financial hardship for the remaining hand-loom weavers. It is
not simply a case of caring for older relatives as many of the households show siblings living with a
married couple and several residents are lodgers. Further, it is possible that the decrease in hand-loom
weavers over the past two decades accounts for the increase in household size. Traditionally, the loom
would have occupied an upstairs room. A handloom occupied considerably more space than a bed and
so, as the machinery became redundant, it may well have been that families removed the loom and used
the space gained to accommodate additional family members or to take in lodgers.
The pattern of employment is essentially the same as ten years beforehand with the woollen trade
continuing to predominate. People are now less specific about their type of weaving: there are more
‘weavers’ but fewer ‘serge’, ‘linsey’ of ‘fancy goods’ weavers. However, one person continues to defy
the march of mechanisation and remains earning a living as a hand-loom weaver. No-one gives their
trade as a worsted weaver but there are two worsted spinners and one worsted winder (who could well
have been employed in Slaithwaite).
The most notable change in the employment picture is the emergence of 19 women in domestic service,
a trade which has not been recorded until 1891. The Baptist minister employed a housekeeper but no
information is available as to where the others worked.
The range of shops is the same as in 1881 (although there is no mention of a co-operative stores) but
there are now nine farmers. It would be more likely that farms have been divided with fields being sold
rather than more land being brought under agriculture as earlier maps show the distribution of fields
much as today.
Proportionately, there are fewer people in building-related trades than ten years before hand. Certainly,
the population picture shows no need for building at Scapegoat Hill. There is no longer a resident
police constable.
The next large-scale Ordnance Survey mapping after 1854 was produced to the scale of 1:5000 (12” to
the mile) in 1893. Individual properties can be readily identified on this mapping. A considerable
amount of building had taken place on High Street and on Grand Stand. The quarries off Halifax Road
and High Street are both marked as ‘Old Quarry’ suggesting that these had been worked out or
abandoned but there is a quarry marked directly to the east of the old quarry on Halifax Road and a
second one in the triangle between Chapel Street, School Road and High Street. A spring is marked at
the top of Grand Stand where there had not been one shown before. It is unlikely that this had suddenly
emerged and so may be the original source of water which provided for the first settlers. As would be
expected, this map shows the school, Liberal Club and the Baptist Chapel (on its original site on High
Street). Reservoirs are shown above and below Dunkirk but these could not have provided the majority

of houses with piped water as they lie lower than most of the village. As might be expected, the field
pattern has barely changed, if at all, since 1854.
One significant feature is a row of tenters in the field between Slaithwaite Road and Pike Law Road,
confirming domestic cloth production. A second row is marked at Hollin Hall. Had these simply been
omitted from the 1854 mapping?
From the mid nineteenth century, the Huddersfield and Holmfirth Weekly Examiner had provided
coverage of local news but with the inauguration in 1896 of the Slaithwaite Guardian and Colne Valley
News (Colne Valley Guardian from 1907) a more detailed picture of the community can be gained. The
band regularly gave concerts. There was a cricket team and, from 1882, an annual sports day, described
as ‘Old English Sports’, held in August. Regular teas were well attended at the Baptist Church. There
was an annual Christmas Day tea given at the school. The ‘festivities’ included an annual report on the
(Sunday) school. This cited 323 pupils and 73 teachers.
The Times reports that the Baptist Church lent its voice in 1887 to a national campaign against the
delivery of letters on Sundays.
On the 11th August 1894, the Huddersfield Chronicle’s reporter ‘Cid’ published an article describing
Scapegoat Hill and Golcar. At one point in his journey he enters a public house in Scapegoat Hill
(although not named, almost certainly the New Inn):“I am glad to come across a public-house and take shelter. Of course I go where the company is,
and find the room full of young, middle-aged, and old men, most of them unwashed so far as
that day goes. Some are well on the way towards intoxication and the features of all betoken a
general tendency in that direction. Dominoes are being played and there is much noise. I should
guess that the men are either playing for money or money's worth, which is confirmed by the
unnatural silence that ensues as soon as I am seen. I quickly find that I act as a restraint or wet
blanket to them, while the landlord eyes me furtively as though he doubted my intentions. There
is cunning and low life gleaming from every feature and all seem on the downgrade. Money is
being spent with a worse than no return, and I at once conclude that they are animalish and
insanitary, and that the world would be the better if such men were driven into a public bath, and
such houses had their roofs taken off. There is no defence for such shibbeens and unless kept
differently the sense of physical and moral cleanliness will see that they are swept away.“
(All form of gambling was illegal at the time and the drinkers would be wary of a plain-clothes police
officer.) This rather unflattering picture may or may not be the result of direct observation as the
Chronicle’s court reports from the last decades of the nineteenth century often documented charges of
after-hours drinking, drunkenness and gambling at the New Inn. A separate study would be required to
investigate whether these were more frequent than at other public houses although it may be supposed
that in a remote location such as Scapegoat Hill, customers and landlord may have been more inclined
to take a chance on not being discovered and the New Inn may have developed a reputation for
gambling and attracted gamblers from other areas. Significantly, whenever the landlord is found guilty
he always receives a fine, never losing his licence nor does the report speak of any threat at such action,
suggesting that the incidence of such offences was not very different to those in other places. Was the
observation that the clientèle was unwashed a reflection again on lack of a dependable water supply?
The existence of two public houses and reports of drunkenness do not sit easily alongside the Baptist
ethos preaching abstention form alcohol which is evidenced by reports from older members of the
community in the twenty-first century recollecting the village of their youth. Given the enclosed nature
of the community where everyone would know everyone else one can only surmise that there was a
level of hypocrisy with people attending the Baptist service on Sunday and the inns on other days.
Figures from the Golcar School Board from 1896 show that attendance at school was in line with other
schools in the area although, at just over 80%, considerably below modern day levels of attendance.
This is less surprising when the school log book records, on one occasion, that attendance was down
because the pig butcher was visiting the village and pupils took the day of to watch the slaughter.
As late as 1891, the Huddersfield Chronicle reports the Golcar Local Board taking action against the
owners of three houses which did not have closets: further evidence that sanitary conditions in the
village still were behind those expected elsewhere.
The start of the twentieth century again marks a decline in Scapegoat Hill’s population – a drop of 80
(10%) over the last decade of the nineteenth century. This is in contrast to a growth of 2.8% in the
remainder of the Golcar township and a national growth of 12.2%. There were 47 fewer children under
the age of 10 than in 1891. This decline may have brought about a reversal of the number of residents
per dwelling to virtually the same level as 1881. Nationally, employment in woollen textiles was in
decline, having fallen by almost 14% largely because of protectionist restrictions on American trade

placed under McKinley's presidency. So, it may well have been that people had moved away from the
village, especially younger members of the community, seeking work possibly outside the textile
industries. Whilst Scapegoat Hill had no public transport, Golcar did and so a move to Golcar would
have facilitated the ease of commuting to work in Huddersfield (or elsewhere).
A point of minor interest is that this census records the oldest resident to date of the village at the age of
93.
The pattern of employment is broadly similar to that of 10 years previously, although there are signs of
an increasing number employed in non-manual tasks, with secretaries and book-keepers now
appearing. 84% of the working population is in the business of producing cloth or manufacturing goods
from cloth. For the first time the census asked people whether they worked at home or elsewhere. This
provides clear evidence that hand-loom weaving was still extant. In addition to the four people who
specifically give their trade as being that of a hand-weaver, 18 of the other weavers state that they work
at home. These must have been working hand-looms. This contrasts with the figures of ten years
previous when only one hand-loom weaver was listed (and no-one did so in 1881). The most likely
explanation would be of the hand-loom providing a safety-net at times of reduced mill employment. If
someone had lost employment in a mill and they still had their hand-loom at home, then traditional
production, although paying very little, may have been preferable to the workhouse at a time before
unemployment benefit. Equally, before the introduction of the state pension in 1909, home production
may well have provided for those no longer able to work a full week in a factory. Whether such
production was commercially viable is questionable for this is almost 50 years after the introduction of
the factory system to the area. Possibly the handloom weavers specialised in small-scale or certain
types of fancy work which would not be viable on a factory scale. Another likely scenario is that these
last handloom weavers produced for themselves and the local community. This hypothesis is supported
by the fact that there were no fewer than eleven tailors resident in the village at this time. Any other
method of sale would have been nigh impossible after the closure of the Cloth Hall in Huddersfield in
1876. Given the sophisticated marketing processes used by industrial producers, how would single
lengths of cloth be sold on an open market?
Haworth village claims that Timmy Feather was the last of the hand-loom weavers, dying in 1910.
Heptonstall makes the same claim for someone dying in 1902. Bowley35, writing in 1902, states that
handlooms 'lingered on for pattern weaving till a recent date'. and estimates that in 1886 there was one
handloom for every twelve power looms. Crump and Ghorbal36 writing in 1935 state hand-looms ‘may
still be found …… in use as near to Huddersfield as Scapegoat Hill’. Perhaps the information from
Haworth and Heptonstall applies to the last hand-loom weavers in those villages.
In addition to the eleven tailors; there are three dressmakers, two shirtmakers and one milliner. Surely,
this more than met the villagers’ needs and so there appears to be some sort of commercial production
of clothing taking place. The range of shops is as it was 10 years previously with the addition of a
sweetshop, surely an indication of increasing affluence. Kelly's Trade Directory for 1901 lists a
butcher, a grocer and a greengrocer, in addition to the Co-operative stores.
The number of women in domestic service has decreased rapidly with now just one housemaid, two
housekeepers and one servant. No Baptist minister is mentioned as the community had been without a
minister since the departure of Reverend Robins in 1899 and his replacement, Reverend Williams, did
not take up post until later in 1901. For the first time since the 1870 Education Act, a school teacher is
recorded as living in the village. The ‘pupil teacher’ system was being employed for, in addition to the
teacher, there is a one young man giving this as his profession.
The relatively small population had a surprisingly large number of cultural activities, especially
musical, with written reference to an orchestra and a Scapegoat Hill band around the start of the
twentieth century. Hunting, for hares, played a part in the lives of some residents. Shaw and Green 37 list
a small number of residents as hunt members, including a man by the name of Jimmy, whose surname
is not given but who was ‘whipper-in’ for the Slaithwaite and Golcar hunt around the middle of the
nineteenth century. Hunting in the area was for all, not just the upper classes. Shaw and Green only
rarely record hunts taking place at Scapegoat Hill. A photograph records the Colne Valley Harriers
Puppy Show taking place at the New Inn in 1910.
As late as 1900, there was no post box at Scapegoat Hill nor had electricity reached the village. John
Sugden38 also testifies to the way in which the village retained old traits:35
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“I only know one place where a lady can be found to recall this scene, and that is at Scapegoat Hill, an
offshoot of Pole Moor. In later years I have seen this old dame turn and twist her pipe, leaning forward
in her rocking chair, and sending forward volumes of smoke with a relish of sweet perfume, and at the
same time the tongue lets out a richer fragrance in quaint sayings, strongly marked by a rich hillside
Yorkshire brogue “
The following table compares the rate of growth of Scapegoat Hill between 1841 and 1901 with that of
the growth of the number of employees in woollen textile industries.
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Table 6: Growth of population 1841 to 1901
The two sets of figures are compared in the chart below:900
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Table 7: Chart comparing population of Scapegoat Hill with employment in
the woollen industry
Although it is difficult to suggest trends, up until 1881 there appears to be no similarity in the patterns
of growth but the changes at Scapegoat Hill for 1891 and 1901 reflect those within the wider industry,
suggesting that by 1891 the economic fortune of the village was much more strongly linked to the
market forces operating on the woollen industry.
Reasons for Nineteenth Century Developments
In 1733 John Kay had patented the flying shuttle marking the beginnings of the mechanised production
of cloth. Then, the first decade of the 19th century had seen the Colne Valley as a centre of Luddite
disturbance. Clearly industrialisation was having an effect on the traditional trade. The opening of the
Huddersfield Narrow Canal in 1811 testifies to the fact that the mass production of the factory system
had not only become established but was seen as offering likely potential of future growth. Evidence in
support is given by Bentley40. She states that a map from the 1770s shows 54 mills in the Colne Valley
‘and in the next twenty years or so this number doubled’. She cites a mill (or mills) at Slaithwaite but
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none at Golcar. However, she states that during this period the movement of population was from the
upland to the valley floor, the exact opposite of the movement which produced growth at Scapegoat
Hill. In 1794 Slaithwaite reservoir was opened to provide a controlled supply of water for mills: again,
clear evidence of the increased factory production of cloth in that village. The pace of mechanisation
increased again from 1820 when steam power was introduced into the Colne Valley. In such a climate,
it may well have been that some hand-loom weavers wished to escape turmoil and move into the
relative wilderness of 1100’ feet above sea level. Such a move would allow control over the weaver's
working life as well as protecting their children from the dangers of the early factory system. Further,
here they could seek to maintain their trade without pressures to become involved in illegal actions.
Security would be provided in a like-minded community.
Thompson41 supports this view that, in twenty-first century terminology, ‘lifestyle’ was important for
hand-loom weavers at the start of the nineteenth century as mill production proliferated. They could
determine their own working hours; the family worked as a family and would have variety of task,
especially if combined with small-scale agriculture, impossible to those bound by extensive mill hours.
Bowley42 states that the average working week in a woollen mill in 1886 was 56½ hours. This is
recorded in the writing of Joseph Greenwood, who lived in the Calder Valley, whose family had made
their living from farming as well as handloom weaving, the same combination as at Scapegoat Hill.
Looking back on his childhood, growing up on the Wadsworth hillside in the 1830s he wrote:
“The weavers as a class were poor, but they had their good times, the dwellings being on rising ground
where they got the early sunshine in its splendour and where the atmosphere was not fouled by the
smoke of the factory. There was no bell to ring them up at four or five o’clock in the morning nor again
at noon, nor were they bound to stay late at night; there was freedom to start and stay away as they
cared.”
Clark43, who, as MP for the Colne Valley between 1970 and 1974 knew the area well, wrote 'There are
two ways in which an individual (in the Colne Valley) could improve his own personal position. The
first option was to join in collective action in the industry in which he worked and by trade unionism
improve the conditions there. Another course open to him was to opt out of the industrial structure and
to work for himself.' (Author's brackets and italics.) Hence, Clark mirrors Thompson and confirms that
this phenomenon occurred locally.
It is also possible that the clothiers at Scapegoat Hill, who controlled the payment of others,
underpinned by a strong Baptist ethos, offered better terms than their counterparts operating on a larger
scale. If such was the case, weavers may have been drawn to the area. Such a hypothesis requires a
little further explanation for the clear evidence of a movement of handloom weavers to the village,
which is recorded in the 1861 census, took place at a time when there is no longer any recorded
clothier. Perhaps, given the changes taking place in the industry, the term had fallen out of use, at least
locally, but it is reasonable to assume that the organisational structure provided by the clothier was still
required. Without that structure, how would weavers have acquired their wool or yarn and how would
they have individually marketed their produce? The latter would have been increasingly difficult for an
individual weaver in competition with the volume produced by the powered mills.

The Twentieth Century
By 1905 the Scapegoat Hill Band was thriving, not only winning prizes in regional competition and
regularly providing entertainment at local events, but with sufficient support to open a purpose-built
band room (on Taylor Lane).
1907 saw a further Ordnance Survey mapping at the scale of 1:5000. The most significant change is the
presence of a reservoir at the corner of Halifax Road and Round Ings Road, but it was to be another
seven years before the filter station was commissioned and so, the village still did not have piped
domestic water. The tenters, shown in 1893 no longer appear but there is a row just south of Pike Law
Road. Hardly any new buildings have appeared since 1893, the exception being the new Baptist
Chapel. High Street and School Road are both named. The quarry to the east of Halifax Road covers a
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much greater area than shown in 1893. As there are few, if any, new buildings since 1893, it may be
surmised that this was supplying other areas.
In common with the rest of the Golcar township, residents of Scapegoat Hill rejected the installation of
sewage facilities in a referendum held in 1907.
Although the chapel had been built as recently as 1899, by 1907 it was felt to be in need of renovation,
the main work being the replacement of the plaster roof with one of wood. At this date, the
congregation were still paying for the building of the chapel.
The school was again threatened with closure in 1908 with the West Riding Education Committee,
which had replaced the Golcar School Board in 1904, suggesting a new school built on Swallow Lane.
Reasons for the proposal included a declining population at Scapegoat Hill, which certainly was
reflected in the 1901 census and regular criticism of facilities at the school from government
inspectors. Possibly the underlying reason was that the County Council did not own the building and
wished for greater control, particularly in the light of the recent conviction of the Revered Williams
(see page 27). There was strong opposition form the local community with residents stressing the
community role of the school, along with some less logical arguments such as the steepness of the hill
from Swallow Lane. The issue was finally resolved over cost as the County Council would not pay the
£700 required to purchase the old site.
Shortly after the decision not to close the school, the headteacher resigned to take up a post as director
of a teacher training college in Dacca, India (now Dhaka in Bangladesh). It is possible that the two
events were connected.
As evidence of the quality of Scapegoat Hill School, residents cited the fact that two ex-pupils had
gained BSc degrees. As the 1901 census gives no indication of any other than working class residents,
it can be proposed that this is somewhat unusual for the time and shows that at least a proportion of the
community was firmly set on bettering itself.
Reflecting the growth of the new Labour Party, a Socialist Club was opened in 1908 by the local
Independent Labour MP, Victor Grayson (later, sensationally, to disappear having made allegations
against Lloyd-George over the sale of honours). This was situated above the butcher's shop in School
Road. Although the quality of the photograph reproduced below is poor, the size of the procession is
considerable; note, the crowd extends to the cottages at the top right of the picture, a distance of at least
150m. In the photograph, Grayson is the man with a rosette in his lapel. The cyclists in the photograph
are probably members of the Clarion Cycling Club; describing the opening of new socialist club
premises in Honley, Alan Brooke44 describes a procession 'headed by 40 Clarion cyclists, followed by
the Honley Brass Band...'. It may well be significant that the Scapegoat Hill Band does not appear in
the illustration
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Illustration 12: Victor Grayson leading a demonstration on the
occasion of the opening of the Scapegoat Hill Socialist Club, 9th May
1908
The existence of a Socialist Club is unlikely to have met with the approval of the Baptist community;
the socialist principle of equality does not sit easily with the Calvinist doctrine of the predetermined
saved and damned. The inaugural meeting was chaired by Reverend Swan, who, prior to his resignation
to work for the socialist movement, had been Congregational minister in Marsden. Consequently, this
event records one of the earliest instances of a loosening of the Baptist hold over the village.
If David Clark45 is correct in asserting that a major reason for the success of socialism in the Colne
Valley lay in the range of activities the socialist clubs provided, then the Scapegoat Hill club faced a
formidable challenge in that dances, sports, lectures etc., the typical offerings a socialist club, were
already being provided by the Baptist Church at Scapegoat Hill. The club's activities were never
recorded in the local press. David Clark46 indicates there being 30 members in 1909: this would be
approximately 30% of the adult male population. The records of the Colne Valley Labour Party show
that same number, thirty, membership cards being sent to the club in 1920 but other than that records of
activity at the Scapegoat Hill club are scant. Only once, in 1924, was a delegate recorded as attending
the Colne Valley party and the membership book does not record subscriptions (these may have been
allocated to Golcar as being the ward in which Scapegoat Hill was located). It has not been possible to
find when the club ceased to operate.
The 1911 census records a considerable fall in population of close to 40%. 450 people now lived in the
village; a level not recorded since 1861. This occurred whilst the population of Golcar was growing by
13%. One possible explanation is that during this period many residents chose to relocate to being
nearer to their place of employment. There had been a time of considerable building of mills in the
Colne Valley at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries and architectural
evidence shows building of terraced housing in Milnsbridge, Golcar and Slaithwaite at this period.
Local newspapers record the sustained expansion of the textile industry in the Colne Valley during the
first decade of the twentieth century. The fall in population occurred in all age cohorts but was greatest
amongst those now aged 10-19 and those aged 20-29; in both cases almost 50% and these would have
been the workers least established in work for whom there may well have been a considerable incentive
to move away from the village. At the same time the drop of 0.6 people per household to 4.07 is the
largest for any decade with data available.
The range of occupations reflects an artisan community. The vast majority of residents are employed in
the woollen industry with small numbers of workers in building trades. There is still a handful of
handloom weavers recorded. These tend to be more elderly members of the community, probably
making small amounts of money to boost their pension (which was only 5/- i.e. 25p and well below the
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26/- i.e. £1.30 weekly factory weaver's wage given by Bowley47 of 1901). The sweet shop is still in
existence.
The effects of declining population are reflected in the fact that by 1911 there no longer appears to be a
cricket club – none is mentioned in Colne Valley fixtures – and the Old English Sports Day is not
mentioned in the local press.
A sewage scheme for Golcar was completed in 1912 but it is unclear as to whether Scapegoat Hill was
connected from the outset. Kelly's Trade Directory for 1912 records a post box in the village (which
was not the case in 1904). Golcar Local Board had approved house numbering by 1890 but, when street
name signs were introduced in 1897, Scapegoat Hill was not included in the places covered.
In 1899 a contract had been issued for a pipeline from Wessenden Head reservoir to a filter station to
be built at Scapegoat Hill. This must have been a considerable undertaking. An idea of the scale of the
work can be gained from the fact that the filter station did not begin work until 191448. This may have
been the date of the first piped water to the village and finally putting an end to the problems of regular
water which had existed since the foundation of the settlement almost 250 years previously.
Nevertheless, there are reports that as late as the 1950s there are accounts of some residents still getting
water from springs.
It appears that the local population had little forewarning of the 1914-18 war (as was probably the case
throughout the country): the local press, which did cover national and international issues, only raises
the possibility of a European war less than a month before the commencement of hostilities. In
contrast, it did report on the unrest in Ireland. The First World War took its toll of residents. As
recorded by the Baptist Church in 2014, 270 men 'from the community' entered the armed forces. The
criterion must include men from beyond the boundaries of this study (or sons who now lived
elsewhere) as the 1911 Census lists fewer that 270 males who would have been old enough to serve at
any time during the conflict. Not only does this census figure include men in their 50s and older, who
were very unlikely to have served, but also includes boys aged 8 and 9 who would have had to have
falsified their age to enlist (and, obviously, not all would do so). Further, there would have been deaths
between 1911 and 1914, reducing the figure and given the high rate of rejection on medical grounds,
some would have been deemed unfit to serve. Of course, there may have been inward migration by
males between 1911 and 1918, increasing the number of men potentially able to serve in the forces, but
it would have had to have been on a huge scale, at a time when building was not taking place.
Nevertheless, the rate of enlistment must have been high (rates of over 80% were not uncommon).
Because of the loss of First World War Service Records during an air-raid in the Second World War, the
number serving cannot be verified.
The war claimed the lives of 38 men, all but two of whom served in the army (the other two were in the
Navy) and none were officers. The death rate of 14% was higher than that for the British army. The
majority of the deaths occurred in 1917 and 1918 which may suggest that most of those who served
were conscripts rather than volunteers.
Horizons were widened during this time, not just for servicemen: the community hosted a family of
Belgian refugees for 15 months from December 1914. The 7th Battalion of the Duke of Wellington’s
West Riding Regiment was named after the Colne Valley and this would have been the regiment to
which most volunteers and conscripts belonged although men served in a range of other regiments.
The first fatality from Scapegoat Hill was Private William Shann, who fell on 19th October 1914. As
that date was less than three months after the start of hostilities, Private Shann may well have been a
member of the regular army before the outbreak of war. As he was killed so soon after the outbreak of
war, it is unlikely that he would have completed training so quickly. The local territorial army was
attached to the Duke of Wellington's Regiment, whereas Private Shann served in the Manchester
Regiment. Two of those killed, Asa Townend, who served in the medical corps, and Morris Crampton,
were awarded the Military Medal.
The local press reports a similar range of activities taking place at Scapegoat Hill during the war as
before, mainly centred around the chapel, although on a reduced scale.
In 1917 a Local Aid Society organised significant fund-raising events including a Parade and Gala at
the start of July and a ‘Sing’ only a few weeks later. These appear to have been for the benefit of
soldiers from Scapegoat Hill as reports refer to the aim as being to provide ‘creature comforts’ for the
approximately 200 serving from the village. Whist there were many fund-raising events during the war,
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the press does not report any other as being solely for troops from the fund-raising community.
Somewhat mysteriously, this society continued its activities for a short while after the Armistice,
holding a further fund-raising event. This appears to have been poorly supported, raising only £7 (to
place that amount in perspective, the local newspaper reporting the event cost 1d, i.e. 0.5p). Was there
now scepticism because hostilities had ceased or perhaps the local population was so depleted, given
the proportion of males who had served in the forces, that there was little basis for support. In contrast,
the Baptist minister held an ‘at home’ on Christmas Day 1918 to raise money for the church which
brought in £65. That would have taken place before demobilisation had brought local troops home.
By March 1919 the Scapegoat Hill Band was again performing in, and winning, competitions. At this
point in their history, their standards, and reputation, were clearly high.
Further evidence of the generosity of local residents is given in a table of donations at Sunday Schools
presented in the Colne Valley Guardian in July 1919. Scapegoat Hill Chapel raised the fourth highest
amount (out of 36 churches), raising considerably more than some schools based in larger
communities. However, the fact that the largest amount was raised by Pole Moor Baptist Church
Sunday School, at a time when Pole Moor as a community would have been considerably smaller than
Scapegoat Hill, places that level of generosity into perspective. By contrast, in 1921, in published
figures for amounts collected to support Huddersfield Royal Infirmary, Scapegoat Hill was only just
above half way at 29 out of 63 churches. Figures consistently suggest that fund-raising specifically for
the Baptist church was always more effective than for other causes.
A resident, Ann Gledhills, of the time reports having survived Spanish 'flu and her account, which says
that the village 'ran out of wood for coffins' suggests that there was a considerable death toll from this
epidemic.
Community spirit appears to have revived to pre-war levels quickly, evidence of which is the fact that a
bowling green was made in June 1920. Disappointingly, the local press reporting the event does not
give the precise location of this facility of which no trace remains today. The annual report of the Cooperative Society records 383 members in 1921 and sales of £84,904 in the year – an average spend of
approaching £250 per member or £5 per week. Clearly, non-members would have made purchases at
the store but the figures indicate that the co-operative shop must have had a virtual monopoly of
custom in the community at this time.
Modestly, the cenotaph in the chapel grounds records neither the names nor even numbers of men who
fell in either of the two World Wars but, is dedicated to all who served in those conflicts. It was
unveiled in 1928.
One minor change brought about by the war was the first (documented) performance of Handel’s
Messiah at Scapegoat Hill. Most local chapels held a concert of the work, or excerpts, in the month
before Christmas but, before this date, never Scapegoat Hill. It is possible that this change was in part
because of the return of the Reverend Lewis to a second term as minister, having previously left
Scapegoat Hill in 1897.
Yet another 1:5000 Ordnance Survey map was produced in 1919. Again this shows no new building. A
Post Office is shown. There is a working men’s club at the lower end of what is now Taylor Lane (in
addition to the Liberal Club). The tenters shown on the 1907 mapping are still recorded, evidence that
domestic cloth production may have been continuing.
For the 1921-22 season, Scapegoat Hill fielded a team in the local football league. This venture appears
to have lasted just one season. However, the Colne Valley Guardian refers to a dinner given by the
football club in 1938. Current residents recall membership of Scapegoat Hill football teams during their
youth (1950s) but there is no record as to whether a football club operated consistently. No reports or
results are given for the intervening years so it is unknown how regularly matches were played.
There is also a record of a dentist living, and presumably, working in Scapegoat Hill (recorded in the
'Dental Surgeon' for 1922).
For many years there had been a station at Golcar but Huddersfield became a little more accessible to
Scapegoat Hill residents in 1923 when a bus service from Huddersfield to Golcar commenced.
The Co-operative Society proposed an innovative venture in 1926; to build houses and then make them
available through mortgages. The society claimed there was a need for more houses in the village,
stating that currently there were (approximately) 200. It is far from clear what was behind this need: it
seems unlikely that people were moving to the area as there is no evidence of expansion in
employment, in fact, the reverse would be seem more likely as this was the year of the General Strike
in the midst of deep recession. It may be that people were moving away from the area, possibly
because of a lack of housing. Alternatively, given the background of the proposal as being in the co-

operative movement, this may have been an early Keynesian initiative to relieve unemployment and
stimulate the local economy. Golcar Town Council considered the proposal but did not reach a decision
until two years later, diluting the scheme from six to four houses and offering to make land available to
the Co-operative if the Ministry of Housing approved the scheme.
At the same time as making the application, the co-operative also called for an extension of the bus
service from Golcar to Scapegoat Hill. Once again, this self-help initiative contrasts with help for
others: in the same year the society donated six guineas (£6.30) to the welfare of striking miners. To set
this in context, each member of the co-operative was spending almost £5 per week at the society.
Musical life rose to a new peak in the mid 1920s. Not only did performances of choral works such as
‘Messiah’ continue but there were several productions, based on the chapel, of operettas and musicals.
These were fully staged and had orchestral (not piano) accompaniment. In the mid 1920s a Gala Day,
organised by the Band, was an annual feature to village life. This event featured a parade around the
village, fancy dress competitions and sports. By the start of the Second World War, the local press
reports on the crowning of a ‘Rose Queen’ who held office for a year and attended other events in the
village. This may well have been a direct or indirect descendant of the Old English Sports Day held in
the later years of the nineteenth century.
Electricity had reached the village by 1928 when it was being used to light the refurbished Liberal
Club.
The next large scale Ordnance Survey mapping, of 1932, is virtually identical to that 14 years
previously. So, by the start of the twentieth century, the growth of the nineteenth century appears to
have ceased. The one notable new feature is a telephone call box at the junction of School Road and
High Street.
One of the more surprising proposals for the village was made in 1930. Huddersfield was looking for a
site for an airfield and a proposal was made, through Golcar Town Council, that Scapegoat Hill was the
ideal place. Clearly, nothing came of this proposal. It is unclear exactly where an airfield would be
situated or how much land was envisaged as being required but, unless the airstrip was to have been
very small, the largest continuous strip of (relatively) flat land was immediately to the west of Halifax
Road and was less than 300m in length. The proposal also makes no reference as to who was seeking to
develop an airfield – was this a private flying club (there was one based in Golcar at the time) or was it
envisaged that commercial flights would be based there? However, in 1923 a plane had been forced to
make an emergency landing on “the common” (clearly a term understood at the time but now not
identifiable) so there may have been potential.
Postal connections were still far from good. A request from the village was made for the 8.05 p.m. bus
to collect letters – a bus to Bolster Moor offered this facility. The basis of the request was to permit
residents the opportunity to reply to letters on the day received. The request was rejected on the
practical grounds that the bus in question did not arrive in Huddersfield to give sufficient time for
sorting to be undertaken and the mail to be placed on the mail train. (No-one appeared to consider
asking, if that were the case, as to why such a service could not be provided on an earlier bus.) Hence,
at some point between 1923 and 1930, a bus service to the village must have commenced.
The local press reports an ‘annual’ choir festival at the Baptist Chapel in November 1931 but this
appears to have been an unsuccessful venture as no mention is made of the event in any other year.
However, the choir was certainly thriving at this time often performing two oratorios as well as the
annual ‘Messiah’. The chapel was very much at the centre of village life and the Colne Valley Guardian
gave prominence to the fact that the Sunday School anniversary service was exceptionally well
attended with the proceedings being relayed by loudspeaker to a group outside for whom there was no
room indoors. The manner of reporting is evidence that this sort of occurrence was far from the norm in
the locality and the fact that equipment was in place shows that such a large attendance was fully
expected.
Comparison of life in the village at the outbreak of the Second World War with life just before the First
World War produces more similarities than differences. The Baptist Church was still very much the
centre of village life although there had been some changes in activities. There does not appear to have
been Christmas teas but the annual anniversary services were still very well attended. The spring saw
an annual Married Ladies’ Concert, generally including an extended sketch, often in local dialect. Also
early in the year the young men of the village gave a concert. The Whit parade around the village was
followed by sports and there was the December performance of Handel's Messiah. The emerging
tradition of performing a second oratorio, usually in November, appears to have been dropped when
Nathan Haigh retired from being organist. It was replaced at first by a concert of various items but this
practice soon appears to have lapsed.

Comparing life in Scapegoat Hill with life in other villages produces both similarities and differences.
Some of the differences may be accounted for by the smaller population of Scapegoat Hill for example,
there are no local press reports of dances being held. This may have been, in part because of the
reduction in the number of bachelors brought about by the 1914-18 war. Similarly, there are no reports
of whist drives, which were very popular elsewhere and would not be dependent upon size of
population. The Baptist Church ethos may have been the reason for the absence of dances and whist
drives. In contrast is the lack of presence is any form of ‘Band of Hope’ or teetotaller organisation
which proliferated in this period which, one may assume, would have been supported by the church.
The absence of sports teams is almost certainly accounted for by population.
There was very little, if any, building taking place, in marked contrast to Golcar where the Council
undertook considerable construction. Was this simply because now people wanted to live closer to their
place of work? Without access to census figures, comment cannot be made on whether the population
was remaining static or declining. Growth seems unlikely because of no growth in housing.
During the Second World War, perhaps surprisingly, the number of events appears to have increased. A
pantomime, Cinderella’ was produced in January 1940 whilst 1941 shows not just a return to two
oratorios a year but performances of three (including ‘Messiah’) A sale of work in 1940 had crockery,
hardware and toys, sweets, fancy needlework, drapery, fruit and flower and mineral and ice-cream
stalls. The Colne Valley Guardian reports of a ‘Sing’ in August 1941 and it is clear from the report that
this was not the first occasion on which the event was held. From the local press it is not easy to
identify whether these were additional activities: certainly, there had not been that number reported
before so, given the pressure on newspaper space during the war, it can be deduced that if these were
not new events, then whilst these had not been abandoned because of the war, comparable events in
neighbouring communities certainly had reduced. One definitely new organisation was a Male Voice
Choir, formed in August 1941. The report cites probable difficulties ahead because of conscription but
clearly that thought did not daunt the organisers. One major event was a recital given in the Baptist
Church in March 1942 by the tenor Walter Widdop. Widdop was one of the leading performers at
Covent Garden but was locally born, coming from Norland. The recital attracted an audience of over
400. Community spirit appears to be as strong as at any time.
In the first four months of 1944 no less than six concerts/entrainments are reported in the local press.
During the war years the annual Carnival incorporated a livestock show with over 20 contestants in the
goat class. No doubt, shortages of meat and especially milk encouraged locals to make use of land to
raise animals.
A Local Aid Society ran from 1940 to support those in the armed service with connections with the
village. At the winding-up in 1945, £1,200 had been raised and distributed. However, as in earlier
years, this fund-raising effort has to be seen in comparison to the amount raised in one weekend in
1946 at the ‘Gift Service’ when £320 was raised for the Baptist Church. Maybe villagers saw those
serving as not being in particular financial need but realised that their local church would only survive
through community contribution.

Illustration 13 Scapegoat Hill Band – Charles Reginald Napier
A painting (illustration 13) of the Band was made by Charles Reginald Napier in 1940 as a result of a
commission from Huddersfield Council. It is now in the Kirklees Collection, hanging in the Local
Studies Library. Napier was a lecturer at the art school in Huddersfield and this work was one of a
series showing life in the Colne Valley (with others depicting the Marsden Cuckoo story and the
Slaithwaite Moonrakers).
The war also had its negative side, not just through the expected disruption of the lives of many
families. In July of 1942 the Co-operative Society was fined £3 for selling hay above the price set by
the government. The level of the fine was low, a local farmer was fined £10 for misusing flour and a
Golcar merchant was fined £100 for misuse of petrol, indeed the Society's offence may have been
committed out of ignorance. Possibly as part of the war response, the Co-operative had moved into the
agricultural business, owning the Noddle.
During the war, the church became an air raid precautions centre. No serviceman (or woman) from
Scapegoat Hill appears to have lost their life in the Second World War although the memorial in the
churchyard recognises that people from the village did serve in the forces.
Planning for the future came with peace. In a review of local schools, Scapegoat Hill school was not
proposed for closure, a little surprising in view of previous closure threats, but earmarked to receive
funding for improvements scheduled between 1950 and 1954.
November 1947 saw one of the more spectacular events in the village’s history when the Co-operative
Stores was destroyed by fire. A man was charged with arson, the motive being to prevent detection of
fingerprints following a robbery. The shop resumed trading the day after the fire from the vestry of the
church but within a year a rebuilt shop was opened. This was described as ‘modern’ and may account
for the architecturally anomalous flat roof on the house which once housed the stores. This event was
recorded in verse by resident Stoney Wood.
"A HECTIC WEEKEND"
(A TRAGIC TALE)
If ever someone tries to write a history of the Hill,
A weekend in November last will several pages fill ;
That early morning spectacle will often be recalled,
As to our children's children the tragic tale is told. .
When Henry Cummings came to t'Scape, Elijah for to sing,
The Choir in earnest did respond, and made the rafters ring ;
"The Fire Descends" they sang with zeal, to everyone's delight,
And many there were much impressed, that memorable night.

The Sunday passed off quietly with comments here and there,
As night came on, the wind arose, and colder grew the air;
But scarcely had the midnight chimes on breezes high been borne,
Announcing to a slumbering world, the early hours of morn.
When stealthily, with vile intent, avoiding locks and doors,
A felon through the window went, into our local stores;
His purpose there to steal whate'er he could of value find,
And after this nefarious task, to leave no trace behind.
So by design, or accident, a fire he begun,
Which grew in volume rapidly, as he away had run ;
The Min'rals started to explode, and thus a window broke,
And with the sound of breaking glass, our Manager awoke.
While quickly dressing, out he ran, and, entering the shop,
Soon saw the culprit's handiwork, on floors and counter top;
So dashing off across the street, his neighbours there to tell
To run straight up to the kiosk, and 'phone for Sergeant Snell.
Re-entering, he saw the fire, and tried with all his might,
A Fire Queen grasping in his hands, the livid flames to fight ;
But all this proved of no avail, the fire in volume grew,
So for the N.F.S. he sent, who came in minutes few.
Meanwhile, a neighbour higher up, awakened by the fire,
Put on her clothes quite hastily, over her night attire;
Then went to houses round about, and banged and shouted too,
"T'Co-op's on fire, come on, get up, and see what you can do."
With p'lice and Firemen on the scene, things then began to hum,
A knot of people round about. in one's and two's had come;
With hoses to the hydrants laid, now "Water on" they cried,
But t'jets had scarcely reached the flames, then, with a splutter, died.
The Firemen bold, amazed, it seemed, to find the cause they try,
But very quickly realise, the mains were simply dry;
So on the all devouring flames ascending in the night,
Until we saw, from end to end, the upper floors alight.
While James had busy been to save all documents and cash,
Until, stopped by the Police, who said, to risk his life was rash;
A band of willing helpers too, the heat and smoke then dared,
And soon the house, in minutes seemed, from roof to floor was bared.
Unfortunately, in the rush and turmoil, it was feared
A parcel, filled with Treasury Notes, completely disappeared;
And though a search was promptly made, in premises around,
It still remains a mystery, the vanished eighty pounds.
Reporters, with their cameras were quickly on the spot,
For they believe it's wise to strike the iron while it's hot;
And soon, throughout the country, were appearing in the Press,
Both photograph and stories of the "Village in Distress".
But now, supplies of water, fresh, by tank from Golcar came, .
And jets, with renewed energy, were poured, upon the flame;
Then just as things quite hopeless seem'd, the building just a wreck.
The Firemen control regained, and held the flames in check.

Eventually they petered out, as day began to break,
Some members of the Board decide what action they shall take;
It's hardly right to leave, they said, with James in such a plight,
So we'll have breakfast, then return, and try to put things right.
When after breakfast, they returned, and quickly set to work,
With willing helpers, who resolved no duty would they shirk
'They washed the windows, scrubbed the floors, and cleaned nigh every board
And soon were James and family back home again restored.
Then came the Church authorities, most kindly to our aid,
Suggesting we should use the Chapel Vestry for our trade;
And wagon loads of foodstuffs, James had ordered, then arrived,
And measures to resume our Services were then contrived.
A portion of the staff, along with members of the Board,
Then salvaged all the stocks, which in the Drapery were stored:
And jars of jam, in hundreds, from the cellar were retrieved,
To supplement the goods from other sources, we received.
So all day long, unceasingly, were efforts being made
To make arrangements to resume our customary trade;
"The labours of this day" said James, "the highest praise deserve,
And from tomorrow we begin, our customers to serve."
Though many problems we have met since that disastrous night,
At last a "Licence" we've obtained, to work upon the site; "
Still. limited in scope, and with restrictions hemmed around,
A "Dividend" we now propose, two shillings in the £.
Tho' fire and pillage try us sore, and cause untold dismay,
Yet valiantly we carry on. though difficult the way;
Your loyalty again we ask. as in the days of yore,
Inspiring us in this our task, a rebuilt Super Store.
STONEY WOOD.
The poem has several interesting features. Henry Cummings was not only a baritone but a Professor of
Voice at the Royal Academy of Music. The fact that the village could still attract such renowned
soloists speaks of its musical reputation and the size of audience it could draw. It has not been possible
to date his performance at Scapegoat Hill.
Clearly, the sense of community is reflected, as is strength in the face of adversity. Less expected is the
missing cash: the local press recorded few, if any, occurrences of theft in the area at the time. A ten
percent dividend must have been good at any time. It is also interesting to note that yet again the issue
of water supply, recurring throughout the history, is again prominent.
The use of verse shows another feature of village life. Several members of the Baptist Chapel had
regularly written hymns for use in services. This is the main instance of secular verse, indeed the poem
is recalled by older residents of the village to this day. Stoney Wood can be seen as a late member of a
school of local and dialect poets, the most celebrated of whom were Aamon Wrigley (1861-1946) from
Denshaw and Samuel Laycock (1826-1893) from Marsden. Shaw and Green49 list several hunting
poems and songs in their publication. Evidence from around the U.K. suggests that many villages had
their own bard who, presumably, provided entertainment, especially on long winter nights, and
Scapegoat Hill was no exception. Stoney Wood's poem provides evidence that this tradition, as with
others, lasted longer in Scapegoat Hill after dying out elsewhere.
Life after the Second World War in the village appears to have been similar to that pre-war but there
were fewer events. Certainly the annual ‘Messiah’ performance and the Band continued but the local
press reports fewer concerts and entertainments than in the war years and there is no evidence of the
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annual gala continuing. The carnival was revived in 1956 featuring a gala queen, a pet show, a fancy
dress competition and a talent contest. The reported attendance was 250 but that must have been well
under half of the residents and so it is doubtful if this revival could be deemed a success compared to
pre-war years. Nevertheless, the event continued for at least another two years. Around the same time
the Baptist Church introduced 'direct giving', reducing the number of fund-raising concerts and social
gatherings. This may well have been in response to falling attendances at community events but, with
the benefit of hindsight, this may well have been a causal moment in the diminution of community
spirit: events would have attracted people who were not members of the church as well as those who
were: in some ways the church had abandoned its central role in the community. Was the medium of
television beginning to draw people away from home-made entertainment?
Local residents report a range of shops in the 1940s and 50s. The locations are shown on the map
below (illustration 14). The Co-operative operated a general stores, a butcher’s shop and a drapery
section. The Post Office was a counter at the rear of the drapery store. There was a second butcher's
shop (Crossley's) in the last building on School Road before the New Inn, to be renamed the
Scapehouse Inn in the 1970s. The Cherry Tree Inn was still open as late as the 1940s in what is now a
house in Pike Law. There was a sweetshop, Livesey's, on the High Street just below the New Inn. Just
below the Liberal Club on the High Street there was Geldhill's, a second sweet shop (one wonders how
two were viable) and a fish and chip shop nearby. A greengrocers operated from Grand Stand. The
village had a filling station and garage below New Lane with an agricultural merchants behind. The
brochure produced for the centenary of the Silver Band in 1954 carries an advertisement for a store
called Gledhill's in the High Street which ran an agency for a shoe repairer. (It is unknown when the
Co-op closed their footwear section.) That publication also advertises a caterer, Agnes O'Brien at 9,
Chapel Street, although this was not a shop but a business run from a house. As well as catering for
weddings and funerals, Agnes also provided the equivalent of a 'take-away' service; she would prepare,
on a large scale, a dish such as a shepherd's pie from which people would collect, in a basin, a portion
for their family.

Illustration 14: Location of Shops and Businesses in the 1940s and 1950s

Key
1
2
3

New Inn
4
Crossley's Butcher's shop 5
Cherry Tree Inn
6

Livesey's Sweet Shop
Gledhill's Sweet shop
Fish and Chip shop

7
8

Co-op Butcher's
Co-op general store

9
10

Co-op Drapers (with
11
Post Office)
Petrol Filling Station &
Agricultural Merchant 12

Joiners and Undertakers 13
(possibly on other side of 14
road).
O'Brien's caterers

Green Grocery
Fanny Dyson's

Although local newspapers do not contain match reports, a football team represented the village after
the war and into the 1950's. Matches were played on a field to the right of the footpath, the Kirklees
Way, heading west from Halifax Road. There were no changing facilities and teams changed at the
New Inn. At some time in the 1950s the team ceased to use that pitch and played matches at Bolster
Moor, although still playing under the name Scapegoat Hill.
Another feature of the post-war period was the annual 'feast' (fun fair) which did not operate within the
village but at Dean Head.
In the 1950s the main agriculture was diary and poultry. Sheep rearing had come to an end as a result of
a parasitic worm, referred to as “sheep sick” which cause the deaths of lambs. This was the result of
over-grazing. The poultry included a large goose unit and a local recalls the chaos caused by a breakout with birds being recovered from as far afield as Milnsbridge. Oats were grown as a fodder crop but
this indicates that it would have been available at an earlier date for human consumption: in Victorian,
and presumably earlier, times oatcake was part of the staple diet in the Colne Valley.
Gas was used to light the streets until the mid 1950s with a gas lighter employed to light the lights
daily. (This was not unusual for the period: the author was a child in a suburb of Leeds at this time
where street gas lighting and a gas lighter were used.) Electricity cables were laid at that time and a
former resident relates the following story:“Electric street lighting started while we were there. They put the cables in metal tubes under the road
and hung a coil of cable from our house in preparation for putting the lamp in. Unfortunately, the next
day, when we washed the kitchen floor it was live! Several people got serious electric shocks from it
and I remember seeing sparks flying to the metal water bucket. When we got in touch with the
electricity board they couldn't understand what was happening because they hadn't turned the supply
on! However, they sent an electrician out and he eventually managed to explain the situation. We were
within a mile of Pole Moor radio station with a multitude of radio masts. The radio waves were
inducing electricity in the hanging cables which was earthing through our wet stone wall and the water
on the floor! That would have been about 1956 or 57, I think..”
One person who lived in the village between 1961 and 1963 reports having no mains sewage with a
lorry from the council collecting waste on a weekly basis. Water was drawn from a well and waste ran
to a soakaway.
Haymaking was a communal activity as late as the 1950s. There was some mechanisation e.g. a
threshing machine was used, but pitchforks and hayrakes were still in use. The activity is reported to
have taken 10-14 days.
The Silver Band, after celebrating its centenary in 1954, featured in a television documentary “Where
There's Brass” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4fyaEmgdic) in 1969. The film speaks of the
difficulties the band was experiencing both of finance and recruiting new players. The film includes
scenes of the village and village life of the time. The band survived for a decade and a half before
finally folding in1986, merging into a group called Vintage Brass. This came about through bankruptcy.
The Band House and surrounding land was sold (although the film records that the band was seeking a
buyer for the house at the time of filming.
The mill nearest to the village, Heath House Mill, ceased production in the 1970s. On the 11th
September 1977, the independent co-operative merged into the Yorkshire Region of the Co-operative
Wholesale Society.
Writing in 1971, the Centenary year of the Baptist church, Mildred Pogson50 states that over the
previous 50 years, the congregation had dwindled. Membership at the time of writing was 143
compared with 265 in 1921 with the number of communicants falling from about 145 to 55 i.e. regular
attendance had fallen at a greater rate than church membership. Pogson links this to national
developments, especially the media, but does not examine any local causes other than tangentially
stating that the Second World War had altered the pattern of life (not explaining why this was not the
case with the 1914-19 war). This raises the question of whether the cosmopolitan effects of the war,
increasing contact with others on whom the influence of the church may have been less than on those
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from Scapegoat Hill, were greater in such a community than on those from where religion had played a
lesser part of life.
Whilst there has been much recent building, some houses have been demolished. These include a row
of back-to-back houses (a terraced row which had a central dividing wall so that there was a separate
residence on each side of that wall) behind the public house on the High Street. Building in the last
decades of the twentieth century give the village its present profile seen from afar with building on the
hill itself (see photograph on page 3 ) and completing the merger of Scapegoat Hill and Pike Law.
The Name
The name, Scapegoat Hill, has not been in continuous use. The following table gives nomenclature
with dates:- showing that the name Scapegoat Hill only came into usage around the second quarter of
the nineteenth century, but was then adopted relatively rapidly.
Source
Huddersfield Parish Records

Date
1638

Name
Slipcote Hill

Huddersfield Parish Records

1642

Slipcoat Hill

Huddersfield Parish Records

1643

Slipcoate Hill

Golcar Manorial records

1665

Slipecot Hill

Golcar Manorial records

1665

Slipcoat Hill

Will of Edward Lee of Golcar

1696 (26th February)

Slippiecoat Hill

Slaithwaite Church Baptismal
Records

1707 or 8

Slipcoat Hill

Slaithwaite Church Baptismal
Records

1721

Slip Coat Hill

Golcar Manorial Court
Records

1751

Shipcoat Hill

Jeffery’s map

1772

Slipcourt Hill

Huddersfield Parish Church
Baptismal records

1773

Slipcote Hill

Huddersfield Parish Church
Baptismal records

1777

Slipcoat Hill

Golcar Manorial records

1784

Slip Coat Hill

Pole Moor Grave Yard
records

1786

Slip Coat Hill

Slaithwaite Church Baptismal
Records

1787

Slip Hill

Pole Moor Grave Yard
records

1788

Slip Coat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1808 (13th March)

Slipery Coat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1808 (23rd October)

Slipcoat Hill

Pole Moor Grave Yard
records

1810

Scapegoat Hill

Salendine Nook Baptist
Chapel

1810

Slipcoat Hill

The Place Names of
Yorkshire

1817

Ship Coat Hill

Source
Gravestone Pole Moor
Baptist Church (Betty
Lockwood)

Date
1817

Name
Slip Cote Hill

Leeds Mercury

21/10/1820

Scape Goat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1821 (7th February)

Slipcoat Hill

Salendine Nook Baptist
Chapel

1821

Scapegoat Hill

Enclosure Map

1823

Scape Goat Hill

Pole Moor Grave Yard
records

1825, 1826, 1830 & 1831

Slipcoat Hill of Scapegoat
Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1827

Scape Goat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1830

Slipcoat Hill

Gravestone Pole Moor
Baptist Church (Joseph
Singleton)

1836

Scapegoat Hill

Electoral Register

1840

Scapegoat Hill

Census

1841

Scapegoat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1841

Slipcoat Hill

1” to 1 mile Ordnance Survey
map

1843

Slipcoat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1844 (24th February)

Scapegoat Hill

Pole Moor Baptist Chapel
Dedications

1844 (30th April)

Scapegoat Hill

The Place Names of
Yorkshire

1851

Scape Goat Hill

Huddersfield Chronicle

26/4/1851

Scapegoat Hill

Huddersfield Chronicle

30/9/1854

Slipcote Hill

6” to 1 mile Ordnance Survey
map

1854

Scapegoat Hill

1” to 1 mile Ordnance Survey
map

1903

Scapegoat Hill

Table 8: Nomenclature of the village with dates
The word ‘slip’ has many meanings. In ‘The Valley’, published by the Colne Valley Society, Peter
Kirkham, states that slip cote was ‘a kind of cream cheese once found in Yorkshire and may have
something do (sic) with the place-name’. This appears tenuous. Firstly, current references show slipcote
as being a cheese of Sussex although it was made in other parts of the country. In the early eighteenth
century, it is more than likely that not only would there be regional variations to the recipe for such a
cheese but that regional names would exist. Secondly, Kirkham does not suggest what the connection
between this cheese and the place might be. Slipcote is made from sheep’s milk – and there may have
been sheep around for wool (although this is not certain as the earliest Yorkshire weavers processed

wool from Lincolnshire and Leicester as noted on page 6). Perhaps the farm(s) did produce slipcote?
But, if that were the case, surely many similar farmhouses would make cheese from the surplus sheep’s
milk. Why should this mean that one place was named after the cheese, implying a degree of
uniqueness? Further, one would only name a place after a product of the area when there was already a
settlement there. If that were the case, then it would be expected that the place had a previous name and
that this would feature in records.
Rather than being named 'Slipcote' after a site of manufacture, the name could have been given because
someone saw a resemblance between the shape of the hill and that of the cheese. Again, there are
reasons to doubt such an explanation. Firstly, there does not appear to have been a set shape to slipcote:
it was moulded but a mould could have been any shape. Secondly, whilst Scapegoat Hill dominates the
view seen from Golcar, the hill has no particular shape.
However, before rejecting the theory that the name originated from a connection with cheese,
consideration has to be given to the 1843 Ordnance Survey map showing a 'Butterworth Hill'. This is
marked close to where Round Ings Road joins the A640. The wording is close to a building and so it is
unclear as to whether the name refers to a farm or a hill. The name appears on no later map. One
derivation of 'butterworth given on the internet surname database' is ' a place where butter was made'
with the suggestion that the butter was of notable quality. So, butter from the foot of the hill, cheese
from the summit. But, was this place named because of manufacture or after the family who had
established a farm? It may have been named after the plant, found on damp moorland. But, for this
account of the name to hold, there would have to be evidence that Scapegoat Hill had its origins not in
Golcar or Slaithwaite but from Outlane and none has come to light.
A further connection with sheep comes from A.H. Smith51 who states that the name was ‘originally
“sheep cote”’ which is supported, without reference by the (now defunct) Colne Valley Society on their
map of the area. There is no record of the name 'sheep cote' ever being in use.
Another meaning of 'slip', c.f. Shakespeare’s Henry V, refers to the release of greyhounds. In this
connection, an old use of ‘cote’ was one of a pair of greyhounds used for hare coursing. Hares are still
found at Scapegoat Hill. Could it have been that this area was used, perhaps by the gentry of either
Slaithwaite or Golcar manors, as a place for greyhound coursing? Certainly Deanhead was a hunting
ground for the de Laceys’ and, given that medieval routes tended to follow high ground, it is quite
possible that Scapegoat Hill would have been on the route between Almondbury and Deanhead. The
area would have been moorland, the first moorland encountered on that route, so it appears unlikely
that the nobility would have forgone the opportunity of the chase rather than wait until arrival at
Deanhead. The Reverend Robert Meeke, the minister at Slaithwaite Church records taking part in hare
coursing in 1690 in his diary52. He does not state specifically where this took place but it was in the
vicinity of Slaithwaite. (He adds that he did not enjoy the experience but records participation on at
least eight occasions so one may assume there were social pressures for him to do so, presumably from
the well-to-do.)
A third offering comes from the meaning of cote as cottage. In this version ‘slip’ is ‘a window of
elongated form’. This would certainly fit with the style of windows typical of the local weavers’
cottages. But, if that were the case, then the same argument can be raised as in respect of the cheese:
why give that name to this location when it would have been equally relevant to so many other
communities in the area?
A slip can be a counterfeit coin. Could the notorious Burnplatters, semi-outlaws who lived at Burnplatt,
less than two miles from Scapegoat Hill, or other early residents of the area undertaken counterfeiting?
Counterfeiting was not unknown in the region, being famously recorded at Cragg Vale, south of
Mytholmroyd.
The Oxford English Dictionary gives ‘slip’ as being a measure of yarn but the first example, ‘a stone of
the finest wool …. Will yield 32 slips of yarn, each containing 12 cuts’ is Scottish in origin. Although a
reference from Cheshire refers to a slip as being ‘a hank of silk or yarn before it is wound on the quills
or pirns’ the date of that first usage is given as 1886. If this was the origin of the place name, an earlier
English reference would be expected. Once again, the same objection can be raised to this origin as to
the cheese one i.e. why single this place out from all those in the surrounding wool cloth producing
area for this name?
The local source of Pole Moor Baptist Chapel, which was the place of worship for many residents of
Scapegoat Hill has two references to ‘Slippery (or Slipery) Coat Hill dating from 1810 and 1814.
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However, these are interspersed with the name Slipcoat Hill’, suggesting that, at that time, the names
were interchangeable. Manorial records from that time consistently refer to Slipcote Hill, suggesting
that the longer term was vernacular in use. Nevertheless, these references to ‘Slippery Coat Hill’ and
'Slippiecoat Hill' support a derivation from the steepness of the hillside leading to a slippery surface.
The earliest record of the name of the place, Slipecot Hill, is almost certainly a mid-seventeenth
century spelling of 'slippy'. Further evidence comes from Slip Hill/Hall (near Slaithwaite) suggesting a
eponymous naming was replicated in the nearby area.
Whilst place names often become shortened, it is unusual for them to be lengthened This adds weight
to rejecting the derivations above in favour of one reflecting the nature of the land, supporting the
notion that the name 'Slipcoat' derives from the damp nature of the hillside. Incidentally, manorial
records contain more entries relating to Pike Law than to Slipcoat Hill in the last decades of the
eighteenth century and the first decades of the nineteenth, suggesting the possibility that the main
settlement was referred to then as Pike Law, with Slipcoat Hill being a distinctly separate settlement.
But all of the above is complicated by the early record, that on the death of John Walker, which refers
to a messuage (i.e. farm and buildings) called 'Slipecot Hill' not a messuage at Slipecot Hill. That
simple statement implies that settler, be it Walker or a predecessor, chose the name with the corollary
that the hill, at that date, had a different name. All the preceding reason applies equally to the naming of
a hill as to that of a farm.
The Changes of Name
One may only conjecture as to the reasons for the changes of name. George Redmonds53 attempts some
reconciliation of the early names, stating that Smith’s derivation from ‘sheep cote’ was ‘unfortunately
based on a mis-reading of Slipcote as Shipcote’ but provides no evidence for this assertion. The 1751
manorial records for Golcar do record ‘Shipcoat Hill’, but this is clearly a spelling error. It is the only
occurrence of that term from 1665 to 1784 in that source. It is not clear who wrote the manorial
records. As would be expected, the majority of tenants could not write, having their names recorded for
them, some making a mark over their name. With so few people being literate, it is conceivable that a
clerk was employed by the Savile family to record all their (northern) manors (certainly more than 12).
If such were the case, then it cannot be assumed that the clerk would have detailed, local knowledge, at
least in the earliest days of their employment, of each place mentioned and so spelling errors could
easily occur. Nevertheless, no primary evidence has come to light supporting ‘sheep cote’. Redmonds
also claims that ‘early settlers’ may have seen themselves as Scapegoats.
According to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary, the word ‘scapegoat’ was brought into being by William
Tyndale (d 1536) as a mistranslation from the Greek ‘azazel’ in the Book of Leviticus for his bible of
1530. Biblical scholars argue that Tyndale misread 'azazel' as 'ez ozel', literally 'the goat that departs' or
‘the goote on which the lotte fell to scape’ The Talmud states that 'azazel' means ‘rugged mountain’ but
in modern Hebrew the word has changed meaning to that of ‘go to hell’.
Nevertheless, the reference to the 'scapegoat' in Leviticus is pertinent: "And Aaron shall cast lots upon
the two goats; one lot for the Lord, and the other lot for the scapegoat. And Aaron shall bring the goat
upon which the Lord's lot fell, and offer him for a sin offering. But the goat, on which the lot fell to be
the scapegoat, shall be presented alive before the Lord, to make an atonement with him, and to let him
go for a scapegoat into the wilderness." the reference to the wilderness being relevant to the (original)
situation of the settlement. "And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head of the live
goat, and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their transgressions in all
their sins, putting them upon the head of the goat, and shall send him away by the hand of a fit man
into the wilderness and the goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities unto a land not inhabited: and he
shall let go the goat in the wilderness." Hence, the scapegoat carried away the sins of the Israelites.
Perhaps of equal importance is the fact that this quotation must be one of the Biblical passages which
led Calvin to his doctrine of predestination and the chosen.
If the hypothesis on the initial growth into a village, resulting from the persecution of dissenters in the
seventeenth century has substance, the term 'scapegoat' underpins that narrative. The table of recorded
usage of names given to the village, by definition, can only record the written. Given that a high
proportion of people living at the village in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries would have
been illiterate, the proportion of evidence coming from official sources would be much higher than
would found at later dates, hence, manorial and church/chapel records predominate. Even wills, where
they survive, would have a formal basis and would probably have been written by a solicitor.
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One source that probably does reflect vernacular usage is the Pole Moor graveyard records. These
records were compiled by the Broadbent family who were not member of the Baptist church at Pole
Moor but had a contract for grave-digging. Hence, their records are not the official records of deaths
but an unofficial log of those buried, probably maintained for personal use. Not only do these contain
the first recorded use of 'Scapegoat Hill' in 1799 but record 'Slipcoat Hill' prior to that date. This
suggests that the term 'scapegoat' was first applied to residents at the start of the nineteenth century.
The Pole Moor record of dedications (different from the register of births) uses 'Slippery Coat Hill' and
'Slip Coat Hill' in 1808 but, after these initial two entries, always uses 'Scapegoat Hill'. Somewhat
strangely, between, 1825 and 1831 Pole Moor Dedications uses 'Slipcoat Hill of Scapegoat Hill'. It is
worth noting that the book of Dedications would have been seen as a less formal document than the
Register of Births and so more likely to record everyday terminology. In contrast, the Register of Births
from Pole Moor uses 'Slipcoat Hill' (or a variant from 1808 until 1827. The two names are then both
used (but never in conjunction) until 1847, after which the modern name is consistently employed.
N.B. The graveyard records for Pole Moor are not currently available to the public but a transcription is
available through the Lauds Inn Museum website
http://www.laundsinnmuseum.co.uk/scambaptisms_NEW_polemoor.html.
Given the strong thread of religious dissent running through the history of the village, it is feasible that
a derogatory use of 'scapegoat' was applied to the villagers by someone from elsewhere. Alternatively,
a preacher may have described his congregation as such when preaching to the Calvinist doctrine of
predestination and the chosen few. There is a common definition linking ‘slip’ and ‘scape’ when the
latter is an archaic form of escape. One might envisage a pastor giving a sermon, taking his text as
Leviticus XVI, and using this common meaning to portray ‘Slipcoaters’ as scapegoats. Villagers may
even have applied the term to themselves out of a sense of inverted pride. However, the name
appearing on the 1843 Ordnance Survey Map, 'Slipcoat Hill' points to the origin of 'Scapegoat' as being
from an outsider. The common methodology of surveyors for naming places at this time was simply to
ask residents. The respondent(s) i.e. resident(s) must have still held that the name was, or should be,
'Slipcoat Hill', in spite of the term generally used officially since the Enclosure over twenty years
previous.
E.P. Thompson54 refers to the ’Calvinist self-righteousness of the persecuted sect’ and later says ‘the
persecuted sect only too easily makes a virtue of its own exclusiveness, and this in turn reinforced the
hardest tenets of Calvinist dogma.’ Both Haigh55 and Crawshaw56 make frequent reference to the
extremely strong thread of Calvinism running through the Baptist Churches at Scapegoat Hill and Pole
Moor respectively; and there is clear evidence that there were High Calvinists57 in the Pole Moor
congregation, especially between the years 1808 and 1823; the very time of the recorded change of
name. Thompson’s statements virtually define ‘scapegoat’ lending much weight to the argument that
the change of name originated in the chapel community.
Whilst this conjecture offers an explanation of a vernacular change, it leaves unanswered the questions
as to why the Savile estate should choose to adopt the name for the Enclosure of Golcar Manor.
Unhelpfully, there are no references to the place in the Golcar Manorial Records from 1784 to 1820 so
the 'official' change may have occurred earlier.
The first manorial appearance of ‘Scape Goat’ is in the Leeds Mercury in 1820, referring to the Golcar
enclosure and supported by the Enclosure Map. This is significant evidence as both of these are from
Savile estate sources (the Leeds Mercury entry being an advertisement placed by the estate in relation
to enclosure). Why the Saviles should choose to adopt the new term at this point in time is interesting.
It is possible that simple human error was responsible. The information for the Act would have been
prepared in the Savile Estate office. From there it went to the Savile's solicitors, Lees of Wakefield (a
company of which no trace appears to remain), who would have written the notice presented to the
Leeds Mercury. Further handling would occur by the compositor. At any stage unclear handwriting
may have led to a change of word. But, if that had occurred, would not the Saviles have sought a
revision with the correct version? It is possible that no-one from the estate noticed. Or, perhaps they
simple wished to reflect nomenclature which was becoming the predominant term, but, if that were the
case, there is no supporting written evidence. On the other hand , the manorial records are consistent
with ‘Slipcoat’ never being used after 1820, indicating that the Saviles were fully intent on the 'new'
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name. Unfortunately, manorial records do not include any contemporary event which might account for
such a naming. Was it a local tradition that residents were blamed for the acts of others? Again, no
supporting evidence has come to light.
The records of Salendine Nook Baptist Chapel throw an interesting light on the Leeds Mercury Notice:
using 'Slipcoat' before that event and 'Scapegoat' from their first entry afterwards, suggesting a
reflection of an official name. However, the picture from Pole Moor Chapel's records of births is much
less clear; and Pole Moor had a considerably greater number of Scapegoat Hill residents in its
congregation than did Salendine Nook. Pole Moor uses 'Slip Coat' hill, or a variant of it consistently
until 1827. 'Scapegoat Hill' appears twice in that year but then the name reverts to 'Slipcoat Hill' until
1844. Here, there are interesting entries for the 24th February ('Slipcoat Hill') and 30th April
('Scapegoat Hill'). These entries are on the same page of the register and are written in the same hand.
This would appear to indicate that, at that date, both terms were in use and there was no 'official' view
of the chapel, with the entry reflecting the wishes of the parents. After 1844, all records from Pole
Moor are 'Scapegoat Hill'.
Yet, there are other possibilities. ‘Scape’ (from 1773 in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary) means ‘a view
of scenery’, as in the current landscape – highly appropriate given the extensive views from the village.
In this version, ‘cote’ comes from the meaning ‘to go round the side of’.
Nathan Haigh58 acknowledges the ‘recent’ (his term) change of name but offers no suggestion as to
reason. Approximately 80 years after the ‘event’ it is somewhat surprising to find that no member of the
community, of which he clearly was a member, offers Haigh evidence of the change.
Speaking at the golden jubilee of the Chapel in 1921, the Reverend Harrison, a past minister, states that
he first visited the place in 1877 and remarks that the unusual name struck him. However, in spite of
the fact that at the time of his first association with the community there were likely to have been
people still alive who had been resident at the time of the change, or, at the very least, their children,
Harrison does not allude to the previous name, remarkable as the last recorded use of ‘Slipcoat’ was
only 23 years prior to his visit.
Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century from 1820, both “Scapegoat Hill” and “Scape Goat
Hill” are regularly recorded. Evidence from the Huddersfield Chronicle suggests that the two-worded
version was more frequently used by residents as there is a greater incidence of that version in copy
which would have been inserted by locals (i.e. not journalists) in sections such as local advertisements
and births, marriages and deaths.
So, with the exception of the 1843 Ordnance Survey map, all evidence from official documents show
that the change of name occurred around 1820. It is highly unlikely that the first vernacular usage of
the term will ever be discovered but it may well be significant that this official change occurs shortly
after the incorporation of what appears to be a considerable proportion of the population into the
congregation of Pole Moor Baptist Church, raising the intriguing possibility of a direct connection
between the two events. Who may have first used the term 'scapegoat'? Clearly, it would have been
someone who saw the community as being cast out, and it is likely to have been in a religious sense. If
the theory of the community forming around 'family worship' (see page 12) has foundation, then the
prime candidates would be the congregation at Salendine Nook Baptist Church. That congregation, one
of the first in Britain to become a recognised church under the Act of Toleration, may well have
questioned a community continuing with what they would have viewed as an outmoded form of
worship, and whilst Scapegoat Hill residents never formed more than a very small element of the
Salendine Nook congregation, there must have been an invitation to join, which was rejected - hence, a
casting-out. In this context, it can be noted that Salendine Nook records show the first written use of
the name Scapegoat Hill after the Enclosure Act, could they be delighting in now being able to use a
term officially which they had used informally for some time?
Summary
The history of the village splits into three eras, parallel to the phases of the woollen industry, although
generally somewhat later. The first stage ran from inception to the mid nineteenth century when the
settlement was clearly dominated by hand-loom weaving. In the second era, the main source of
occupation for residents was in nearby mills. This period ran until the mid twentieth century. With the
decline of the textile industry, the village in effect became a dormitory with residents now commuting
not only within the West Yorkshire conurbation but also into Manchester and surrounding districts.
It is manifestly clear why no mill was ever built at Scapegoat Hill, the lack of water for power.
However, the village clearly continued to grow throughout at least the first half century of the mill
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period. Why should people choose to settle at some distance from their place of work? Perhaps they
saw a better life style, away from the smoke of powered mills, just as modern commuters value the
views and fresh air to the more closed environment of the cities in which they work. This choice,
especially if combined with the maintenance of an outdated form of worship in the eighteenth century,
possibly seen as perverse by others, may account in part for the traits of mild eccentricity and defiance
of authority which were origins of pride to the villagers and the source of (good-natured) humour in the
comments of those living further afield. Yet, other similar villages, for example Wellhouse or Ainley
Place (both of which had been small centres of hand-loom weaving) did not develop in this way during
the mill period.
There are relatively few references to Scapegoat Hill in the minutes of the Golcar Local Board (Urban
District Council from 1893) from 1863 to the end of the century. In part, this may reflect the relatively
small proportion of the population of the Council's area living in Scapegoat Hill; in part, it may reflect
the fact that key issues of this period arose from other areas: however, it may also imply a view that
Scapegoat Hill was a remote part of the district which could be given lower priority than other parts of
the administration .
Older local residents speak, with pride, of the spirit of the village in times past, implicitly or explicitly
claiming that this was greater in Scapegoat Hill than elsewhere. Was this spirit inherited from the
earliest settlers defying geography and the weather? Was it based on the strength Baptism brought to
the village? Was it developed in defiance of the march of progress, witness the very late survival of
hand-loom weavers? Or, was this spirit one of the features which attracted people to the village, away
from the obvious places of work?
Writing in the early years of the twenty-first century, it is difficult to detect signs that a strong
community spirit will continue and not easy to detect any characteristic distinguishing Scapegoat Hill
from other commuter villages. The chapel now forms a major feature of life for only a small proportion
of residents. Gone are the sports teams and musical groups. The Liberal Club continues as does the
public house but there are no shops. There is very little farming, although all the fields shown on the
enclosure map are either grazed or used for hay. Sadly, even if the greenbelt protects Scapegoat Hill
from absorption into Golcar and hence Huddersfield, the once-strong local identity has been absorbed
into a modern world of consumer culture and mass communications.
Information from Residents 2014
In preparing this history, information was sought by mailing a letter to all residents. The following
information is from their replies but cannot be verified from other sources. By its very nature,
information from such sources has to be treated with care: there were insufficient responses to accept as
definitive any fact because of weight of numbers. Some statements indicate that there are myths, either
current or past, relating to the village. My comments are enclosed within square brackets[........].
One resident refers to a book claiming that the name was given because the village was very religious
and it was named after the biblical story. [This certainly ties in with Thompson's Calvinist definition
but, unfortunately, it has not been possible to trace the book.]
It is claimed that, before the chapel was built, everyone, by rota had to offer their house for Sunday
worship and those who did not attend were ejected and not allowed to return until the end of the
service. [It is known that prior to the building of the Chapel, worshippers attended the chapel at Pole
Moor. The use of houses for meetings is well described in several of the local chapel histories. These
would not be expected to describe any measure of 'compulsion' even if it were used. However,
circumstance suggests that this is more likely to be myth. There would be no reason to 'requisition' a
house as those attending such a meeting, a number which would have to be relatively small, would
presumably offer their house as a venue. There is no record of any proselytising occurring in Scapegoat
Hill.]
One house is reported to have been built in 'about' 1610. [No source of this information has, as yet,
come to light.]
No-one had any recollection of the last handloom weavers, although if such were still present in the
1930s, parents or grandparents of older residents may well have spoken of such, although at least one
resident mentions a handloom being present in their house when they moved in and another recalls
seeing a dis-used handloom as late as the 1950s.
A mill existed on Taylor Lane. [There are no records of any mill but the report may be connected with
the construction of a small reservoir which, incidentally, was the cause of complaints to the Council
about restricting the supply of water. No records of the use of this water have come to light.]
It is reported that the Post Office and shop were still open in 1988.

Before the bus service via Bolster Moor, folk from Scape used to get the bus that ran from Town up to
Nont Sarah's on the A672 towards Oldham. On the outward run it stopped by the row of houses at the
bottom of Round Ings and on the run back it picked up outside what is now the Commercial pub.
There was also a man in Outlane who had a haulage firm near the Waggon and Horses he ran an ad hoc
charabanc service up to Scapegoat Hill.
One resident believes that cloth was sold from stones in Taylor Lane. [This may be a confusion with
tenters. It would be unlikely that there would be sufficient market for cloth in the village and, as far as
is known, all cloth produced in the Colne Valley was marketed at the Cloth Hall in Huddersfield. Even
if the hypothesis formulated above (see page 32) that there was a local market for cloth, it is unlikely to
have been as primitive as an open--air sale: much more feasible would be sale to meet known
requirements.]
It was claimed by some in the past that Scapegoat Hill was the highest 'self-contained' village in
England. [This claim depends upon the definition of self-contained and the timing of the claim. Flash,
in Staffordshire is the highest village in England but has no school or shop. Booze, in Arkengarthdale is
higher and was of a similar size to Scapegoat Hill in the 1851 census, but, being a lead-mining village,
would have been in decline at that date. Without a shop, it cannot be claimed now that Scapegoat Hill is
self-contained. If employment is included within the definition of 'self-contained' then the claim cannot
be made for any date after 1871 when hand-loom production ceased to be the largest occupation.]
The property known as 'Dunkirk' was a joinery business which also undertook funeral work. It is also
claimed that this was at the opposite side of Taylor Lane. These differing locations are reconciled by
the fact that the workshop moved to Dunkirk, originally a pig sty, from premises on the other side of
the lane. A story maintains that the proprietor slept with a coffin under his bed so that it was readily
available.
A family historian, living locally, reports that he has traced his family at Hollin Hall to the mid fifteenth
century. [These claims are based on documents which are not currently available to the public and so
such assertions cannot be independently verified. However, even without access to such records, the
lack of mention in the manorial papers for Golcar would suggest that, if there was settlement at this
time, it would be on the basis of a handful of quite separate farms and not in any sense a village.]
One resident claims that the first name of the area or settlement was 'Scaupe'. The similarity to 'scape'
makes consideration of this claim worthwhile. The evidence for this assertion is not in the public
domain. The word 'scaupe' has more than one possible derivation. It may share a common origin with
'escarpment', more especially the earlier version 'escarp'. This accurately describes the geographical
location of the place.
The word 'scaupe' does not feature in the Oxford English Dictionary, which does list 'scaup'. A scaup is
a species of duck but it would certainly not be found at the top of the Pennines, being a sea duck.
However, this dictionary gives the derivation of the word as comping from "a Scots variant of Scots
and northern English scalp". Wright59 defined 'scaup' as 'a bare piece of stony ground, thin soil barely
covering the rock beneath' and the bare unproductive spots, on a hillside for instance, where the rock
shows its head to the exclusion of the soil and consequently vegetation'. The Dictionary of the Scots
Language has a definition of scaupe as 'A bare piece of rock standing out from surrounding vegetation;
a small bare knoll. "Na gers nor herbys wer visibyll Bot skauppis brynt with blastis boryall"; b. attrib.
Bare, stony, rocky. The saidis landis is a dry hard skalp ground; 1536–7 '. This meaning tallies with the
name 'Rocking Stone Hill' (alternative called Whole Stone Hill - but the word 'whole' is misleading; it
is derived from the hole in the stone) used on the Jeffery's map (page 8). This was the site of a stone
which did rock. (The Reverend John Watson60, without any supporting evidence, claimed it to have
druidical connections.) Nevertheless, the stone meets this definition of a 'scaupe'. Further, the Scots
dictionary gives 'skape' as an alternative spelling of the same term.
The term scaup (in the context of scalp) is particularly associated with sheep. There is an associated
condition of 'double scaup' found in sheep, especially those on poorer land in northern England and
southern Scotland, a description the land at Scapegoat Hill would appear to meet. In the 1960s a sheep
farmer in Shap, Cumbria reported 'scauping' his sheep by giving them a sharp tap with his knuckles on
the nose which was believed to cure the condition. [In spite of all the above, the source claims
references in a number of manorial records. The definition, whilst describing 'Rocking Stone' could be
equally applied to several other sites in the local manors: Scapegoat Hill is not on the only escarpment
nor is it the only place to have bare, ungrassed areas. Without more specific detail, it is difficult to
promote the claims of Scapegoat Hill to this original name above other sites. Nevertheless, it is
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possible that the hill was referred to as Scaup before the first settlement, a name which is sought as the
first reference is specifically to a settlement, not a geographical feature.]
A resident opines that the name 'Slipcoat Hill' has a connection with the press gang, asserting that
'slipping your coat' was a euphemism for avoiding the press gang. [The term 'press-gang' is first
recorded in 1693 but the process of impressment was used in Elizabethan times in respect of paupers.
The 'Press Gang' itself was first used by the Navy in 1664. For practical reasons, the press gang sought
to impress men with nautical experience and so operated chiefly in ports and other coastal areas. Men
may well have fled from the press gang but, would they have fled as far as Scapegoat Hill, and to an
area where, if they had marine skills, they could hardly be employed? Impressment was also by the
Army but there was no regular British Army until 1707, after the first recorded use of 'Slipcoat Hill'.
Additionally, books of slang, colloquialisms etc. do not list 'slipping your coat' and so there is no
evidence available to support this claim.]
Local Names of Places
The following were recalled by local residents.
The bend on Hollin Hall Lane was known as Spout Hill Corner. [Could this be a reference to water
issuing from the hillside? If so, it may explain for why Hollin Hall was chosen for early settlement.]
The area which is now a car park at the top of Pike Law had the name Treacle Delph ('delph' is dialect
for quarry c.f. 'dig and delve').
A field off the footpath (Kirklees Way) heading west from Halifax Road was known as the 'rec'
(recreation ground). [Was this the site of either the cricket field or the Old English Sports Day, or
both?]
The quarries off the High Street were called Upper Prudence and Lower Prudence.
Local Lore
At that time of the 1956 carnival, the band didn't have a proper bass drummer so Oliver Haigh
volunteered to carry it. Unfortunately Oliver couldn't read band music so he had to have a chap walk at
the side of him telling him when to bang it! This same Oliver Haigh used to raise funds for the band by
selling scent cards.
The same Oliver Haigh that banged the drum was also one of the Deacons at the chapel and would
stand in the vestibule handing out hymn books. One Sunday School Anniversary, back when local
Baptist congregations would attend each others chapel on Anniversary Sunday, a rather well to do lady
from Golcar (Thelma Sykes) was handed a rather tatty looking hymn book by Oliver. On seeing her
wrinkled nose at this offering he smiled and said 'At least it shows it's been well used'. He also caused a
bit of rumpus one winter with a Hanson's bus driver. It had snowed very heavily and the snow plough
(which was kept in a lock up opposite Garside's joinery shop) had only managed to clear one vehicle
width between Town End and Scape. Oliver, having been into Golcar for some shopping, was returning
up Swallow Lane right in the middle of the ploughed section and refused to allow the bus to pass until
he got to Haughs Green. On finally passing, the bus driver threw a few verbal epithets at Oliver to
which he replied: "Where the bleead did ta want me to walk, on't top o' bleead wall?" You couldn't
have the last word with Oliver!
Before electricity came to Scape the organ in the chapel was hand pumped and the chap that did it was
known locally as Billy Pump. A new minister arrived at Scape and, approaching Christmas, announced
at the Deacons Meeting that he was changing the format of the Carol Service and that it would now
start with Christians Awake. Being somewhat traditional Billy wasn't happy with this (Christians
Awake being reserved for Christmas Day) but was overruled by the rest of the Deacons. On the
evening of the service the minister announced the first carol, only to be interrupted by a very loud voice
from behind the pulpit declaring: "Yo can sing what tha wants - Ah'm pumping Whild Shepherds".
One winter Heath House mill was completely cut off so Old Man Thorpe (the owner) tramped up to
Scape and offered half a crown (12½p) to anyone willing to help dig out between Heath House and
Scape. Round Ings apparently was being cleared by men who were on the dole so this must have
occurred some time in the 1930's. It took them three days, but two people at least, Ben Battye and Jack
Thorpe, received their half a crown.

Epilogue
In his poem, 'The Short Way Home' the Marsden poet, Simon Armitage writes of 'the road between
nowhere and Scapegoat Hill'. Is Armitage implying that Scapegoat Hill is itself a form of nowhere?: is
he using the name with a touch of humour (many of his readers would never have heard of the place)?
but he could have chosen many other place names which would have fitted.

